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Abstract

During Japan’s war in China (1931-1945), both Japan and China produced wartime
propaganda using popular visual media. This thesis examines how artists portrayed the war
in manhua (comics) in China and kamishibai (paper plays) in Japan. The thesis focuses on
manhua by the Jiuwang Manhua Xuanchuandui (National Salvation Manhua Propaganda
Team, hereafter NSMPT) association, and kamishibai produced by the Nippon Kyōiku
Kamishibai Kyōkai (Japanese Educational Kamishibai Association, hereafter NKKK), to
reveal the differences between the organizational structures of the NSMPT and NKKK and
differences in their visual strategies for depicting the enemy, as well as the similarities in
their approach to wartime propaganda.
In the introduction, I briefly introduce the historical background of manhua and
kamishibai and my main research sources. In Chapter 1, I argue that Chinese manhua had
been depicting Japan as an enemy since the May Fourth Movement of 1919. I trace the
history of the anti-Japan manhua movement from the early manhua magazine Shanghai
Puck to later wartime work by the NSMPT and its offshoots as they fled from city to city
to evade the Japanese advance. Chapter 2 illustrates how kamishibai developed from a
street performance for children to a tool of wartime propaganda for all ages. In Chapter 3,
I analyze in detail visual depictions of the enemy in Chinese and Japanese works. A
comparison of the way manhua artists depicted Japanese soldiers with the way kamishibai
artists portrayed Chinese soldiers and collaborators demonstrates the different kinds of
messages appropriate for the mobilization of the home front in the two countries. At the
same time, both use common propaganda techniques such as dehumanization and the
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presentation of one-sided or inaccurate information. The appendices are comprised of
translations of two kamishibai plays.
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Lay Summary

Manhua (Chinese comics) and kamishibai (Japanese illustrated plays) were popular media
in China and Japan before Japan’s war in China (1931-1945), and it is not surprising that
during the war these two media were weaponized as instruments of propaganda aimed at a
broad audience. Visual media are easy to comprehend, and convey strong messages
through simple techniques, making manhua and kamishibai powerful tools for mobilizing
the wartime populace of each country. This thesis offers a history of how these two media
developed, and analyzes the visual strategies used in them to portray the enemy. I focus on
the works of the National Salvation Manhua Propaganda Team and the Japanese
Educational Kamishibai Association, tracing their networks, activities, and propaganda
products.
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Preface

This thesis is original, unpublished, independent work by the author, Chen Wang.
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Introduction
During World War II,1 all belligerent states developed military technology, which inflicted
tremendous trauma on an entire generation of people. Similarly, each nation involved in the war
developed propaganda as well, to frame the war in such a way as to encourage its people to fight
and make whatever sacrifices were necessary for the nation. The particular points of view in both
pro-war and resistance propaganda carried ideas and images that also influenced an entire
generation, even after the war ended. This thesis examines some of the specific ideas and images
found in the wartime propaganda of Japan and China during what is sometimes called the FifteenYear War (1931-1945).
In other words, the war was fought simultaneously in both physical and imaginative
dimensions. War propaganda spread over China and Japan during the fifteen years of war;
nonetheless, propaganda’s depiction of war, which may not have matched with the realities of
warfare, resulted in misinterpretation by citizens on both sides. Whether a country was an invader
or was on the defensive side, both needed to produce images, figures, and words for their own

1

It is necessary to make an explanation about terms and periods of war as they will be used in this thesis. From

1931’s Mukden incident to 1945’s surrender of the Japanese army, a period of around 15 years, China and Japan
were in a long-term warfare. To emphasize the fact that Japan was at war on the continent even before war was
declared, some scholars refer to the Fifteen-Year War, and I will use that term in this thesis as well. To distinguish
the phase of the war that spans from the Marco Polo Bridge Incident in 1937 to Japan’s defeat in 1945, I will use
“the Second Sino-Japanese War.” This term emphasizes the period of “total war” between the Republic of China
and the Japanese Empire. When I use the term “the war of resistance,” I am referring to China’s resistance to
Japanese invasion from 1931 to 1945. Lastly, the Pacific War in this work refers to the period when Japan’s was
formally at war with the Allied Powers (mainly America and British), from December 1941 to September 1945.
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benefit. Within varying propaganda formats or mobilization materials, visual images always
conveyed the most direct information by displaying intense, exaggerated manifestations. As a
format that enabled people to easily receive information, despite differences in age and social
status, wartime visual propaganda was widely produced by governmental and civilian groups in
China and Japan. These were primarily low-cost, easy to produce materials that could be spread
readily across wide distances and appeal to a broad audience.
In addition to well-known media, such as manga or film, other war propaganda media
existed. For example, Japan developed its own unique art form, kamishibai (literally “paper
theatre”), into war propaganda. Kamishibai consisted of a small, portable, wood-framed
proscenium-style “theatre” holding a set of illustrations painted or lithographed on cardboard cards,
which could be mounted either on the back of a bicycle, for outdoor performances, or placed on a
table for indoor use. According to historian Ishiyama Yukihiro’s research, kamishibai started in
1930’s Tokyo and then, in a short time, boomed as popular street entertainment (pp. 46-47). In the
late 1930s when kamishibai was turned into a medium for war propaganda, its status rose from
that of a lowly street performance for children to a somewhat more respected art form used for
education and propaganda dissemination aimed at both children and adults.

Figure 1.1 Layangpian
Cited from Feng Tao, Shijing baiyetu. p. 38
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Figure 1.2 Kamishibai stage at Kyoto International Manga Museum in 2019, photograph by the author

On the other side, China displayed some media comparable to kamishibai, such as
layangpian 拉洋片 (a performance that required audiences to look at slides through convex
lenses mounted on a large piece of equipment while listening to onsite storytelling). Both
kamishibai and layangpian displayed images to audiences, while performers interpreted and
performed the stories. However, layangpian in China lacked the mobility and popularity of
kamishibai in Japan. In China, the only visual rival for kamishibai as a wartime medium would be
manhua (漫画, the same word as manga in Japanese, although manhua and manga are not exactly
the same). China had already developed a manhua industry, centered in Shanghai, in the 1930s;
consequently, as the Fifteen-Year War intensified, manhua played an important role in resistance
mobilization.
This thesis will present an examination of wartime kamishibai and manhua, revealing
strategies used by the kamishibai industry and manhua artist groups to induce people to pursue
particular behaviors that were useful in a wartime setting. In particular, I will examine images of
“the other” in these two media—Chinese people in kamishibai and Japanese people in manhua—
to expose the visual and narrative strategies used by the two combatant sides to motivate their
people to support Japan’s war and China’s resistance.
I will first offer a brief introduction to the history of kamishibai and manhua to set a
3

foundation whereby readers will perceive the basic forms of these two visual art media and how
they became important tools for wartime propaganda. Then I will focus on a kamishibai play that
is particularly illuminating regarding the opposed images of “good” and “bad” Chinese people that
Japanese propaganda promoted. I will then compare the strategies found in this and other
kamishibai plays with the visual strategies and messaging of resistance manhua.
Inspired by modern Japanese popular culture studies scholar Sharalyn Orbaugh’s
Propaganda Performed: Kamishibai in Japan’s Fifteen Year War (Brill, 2015), I decided to
conduct comparative research on wartime kamishibai and manhua. Orbaugh has already provided
a detailed frame for wartime kamishibai history and has done extensive analysis of various genres
of kamishibai. Building on that earlier work, it is the intention of this thesis to provide a
comparison of the ways Japanese kamishibai and Chinese manhua depicted images of “enemy,”
“self,” and “collaborators.”
East Asian historian Barak Kushner’s book The Thought War: Japanese Imperial
Propaganda (University of Hawai‘i Press, 2006) provides a detailed overview and analysis of
Japanese propaganda during the Fifteen-Year War. In Chapter Five, “The Japanese Propaganda
Struggle on the Chinese Mainland,” he delineates the differences between Japanese, CCP (Chinese
Communist Party) and KMT (Kuo Min Tang, Chinese Nationalist Party) government propaganda
in mainland China. From this chapter I draw the insight that during the war, most civilians acquired
information about the conflict from media sources such as radio, newspaper, and visual images.
Scholars in Japan have provided a vast amount of material on kamishibai. First, cultural
historian Kang Jun’s work Kamishibai to ‘bukimina mono’ tachi no kindai (Seikyūsha, 2007, The
modern era of kamishibai and ‘weird things’) consists of both the historical background of
kamishibai development and a conceptual analysis of kamishibai’s relationship with its audiences,
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and with the government, as well as its formation as a medium for conveying stories.
Moreover, the 2013 reprinted version of Kyōiku kamishibai zasshi (Educational
Kamishibai Magazine), edited by kamishibai scholar Asaoka Yasuo, allows scholars to access the
in-house journal of the wartime Nippon Kyōiku Kamishibai Kyōkai (Japanese educational
kamishibai association, hereafter NKKK); this association was the biggest kamishibai production
company in wartime Japan, and its journal provides a wealth of details about kamishibai
composition techniques, kamishibai events within and outside of Japan, and even the background
information of specific works. Most valuably for this thesis, it reveals information about
kamishibai events in mainland China, Taiwan, and Manchuria. The majority of the plays produced
by the NKKK served propaganda purposes and addressed audiences of all ages.
For accessing kamishibai plays, The Nonwritten Cultural Materials Research Center at
Kanagawa University has published the results of their extensive research: Kokusaku kamishibai
kara miru Nihon no sensō (Bensei, 2008, Japan’s war through propaganda kamishibai), which
includes several research reports about propaganda kamishibai and reviews and introductions for
239 propaganda kamishibai plays. It remains difficult to find and purchase wartime kamishibai,
but this collection provides a glimpse of various genres of wartime printed propaganda kamishibai
and allows researchers to acquire a general overview of wartime kamishibai.
For the specific events of kamishibai history, historian Ishiyama Yukihiro’s work
Kamishibai bunkashi: shiryō de yomitoku kamishibai no rekishi (Hōbunshorin, 2008, A history of
kamishibai culture: understanding the history of kamishibai through documents) provides a
chronological history and timeline from the origins of kamishibai through 2007. With Ishiyama’s
abundant references it becomes feasible to trace the significant events in kamishibai history.
On the manhua studies side of things, cultural historian John A. Crespi’s Manhua
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Modernity: Chinese Culture and the Pictorial Turn (University of California Press, 2020) provides
a clear outline of Chinese manhua culture from before the 1930s to the 1960s. He devotes an entire
chapter to introducing Resistance Sketch, a wartime pictorial magazine published by patriotic
Chinese manhua artists, mainly about the anti-Japanese war, as well as other wartime manhua and
manhua artists. In addition, Chinese manhua artist/historian Bi Keguan’s encyclopaedia-style
works on Chinese manhua provide detailed information about the history of the medium.
To define wartime collaborator identity, historian Yun Xia’s book Down With Traitors:
Justice and Nationalism in Wartime China (University of Washington Press, 2017) provides clear
explanations of the distinctions between the various categories of “traitors” in the prewar and
wartime period.
This thesis aims to build on the work of these scholars by bringing into English a detailed
history of both kamishibai and manhua as media, and by focusing particularly on an analysis of
the visual and narrative strategies used by each to depict “friend” and “enemy” during the FifteenYear War.
Kamishibai: From Street Performance to Political Propaganda
While a kamishibai performer was tapping his (most were men) hyōshigi (wooden
blocks) to make them sound, children would start gathering around his bicycle. Before the
performance, children with their pocket money would buy cheap snacks from the kamishibai
performer (known as kamishibai no ojisan, which literally means “uncle kamishibai”). Then the
show would begin, as he (the kamishibai performer) displayed his latest story panels, and all of
those small eyes were concentrated on his bicycle-mounted wood-frame kamishibai stage, as
young ears were captured by his emotional narration; then, suddenly, the story stopped at the
most exciting moment and the children would have to wait for the next day’s installment, and so
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they would scatter away while remaining curious about the next part of the story. Since the
performer would continue the next chapter of that story the following day, he could be assured of
his young customers coming back. This was a typical scenario in the beginning years of the
Showa period (1926-1989) of street kamishibai business routines. Partly because of the market
crash in the U.S. in 1929, an economic depression had impacted most capitalist countries; in
Japan a huge segment of the population had become unemployed. Soon, being a kamishibai
performer became a popular occupation; it required only a low investment and was easier to
practice than were other more demanding jobs.
The Form of Kamishibai
Format: A performance by means of inserting thin cardboard cards illustrated in color
inside a wooden stage-frame, and then, as the performer narrated and dramatized the story,
showing each of the cards in turn to depict scene changes.
Origin: As mentioned, with the impact on Japan of the 1929 worldwide great depression,
numerous people lost their jobs; some of them chose to take up kamishibai performance as
employment. In 1930, a group called Arinotomo Kai, founded by Gotō Tokizo and Tanaka Jirō,
began using cinematic style illustrations cut from picture books to conduct story-telling while
showing the illustrations in sequence (Kang, p. 52). Known in the beginning as ebanashi (pictorial
story telling), this practice soon became what we now know as entertainment kamishibai. As the
medium became popular, a small industry was formed to provide a supply chain for street
kamishibai performers. Production houses, called kashimoto (literally “lenders”) would hire
illustrators and scriptwriters to create each day’s new story cards, and rent them together with the
bicycles and candy to performers.
Kamishibai required human performers to contribute an acoustical experience to their
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audiences. While a kashimoto would produce identical illustrations for each performer, the actual
performances could be diverse; different performers contributed their own interpretations, adding
their own songs and jokes. Therefore, kamishibai was a unique form of audio-visual media since
voice performances could diverge from the pictures. This kind of performance created several
issues in pre-war times. For instance, kamishibai had the potential to become a medium that could
convey anti-government slogans, and there was a risk it might deliver sexual or violent contents
that could harm public morals. As I will discuss below, various regulations were put in place to try
to control kamishibai’s “dangerous” tendencies.
Compared to traditional printed visual media, in its initial period, one set of kamishibai
cards could deliver diverse versions depending on the interpreter’s (the performer’s) story-telling
technique. Nonetheless kamishibai, as a popular visual medium, did not demand much
sophisticated technique from ordinary performers. With its simple pictures and scripts and
diversity of performances, often filled with vulgarity, violence and indecent expressions,
kamishibai was considered in Japanese society to be a poor-taste, low art form. In explanation of
kamishibai’s continual growth, religious scholar and kamishibai performer Imai Yone pointed out
why children loved kamishibai:
[F]irst, love of hearing stories is instinctual for children; it is hard to fulfill a child’s wish to hear
stories from just school and families. Considering this situation, there is no reason to make
kamishibai fade away from the streets….Kamishibai is the most easily accessible and affordable
play for a child’s daily entertainment; because of these points, kamishibai is the most popular form
of play for children (Imai p.7-8). (Note: This and all translations mine unless otherwise specified.)
From Imai’s argument, kamishibai’s growth and success was about its accessibility and
affordability to its target audience, children. Since, as she points out, children have an instinct to
love stories, but school and family cannot fulfill this need, kamishibai filled the gap. As a Christian
educator, Imai created her own style of kamishibai industry: she created Christian gospel stories,
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performed without any charge for children. She also pioneered the use of lithographic printing
technology to mass-produce her stories. With her own religious style of educational kamishibai,
Imai in turn inspired Matsunaga Ken’ya, who later helped to found the NKKK (Sumida p. 17).
However, this kind of performance changed after dual censorship injunctions from the
Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department in 1935 and 1938 (Kang p. 70). These injunctions required
that kashimoto provide their kamishibai panels with instructions (scripts) to the Tokyo
Metropolitan Police Department for pre-distribution inspection, and prohibited the making of
kamishibai that could have bad effects on children’s education and customs. The injunctions also
required that all performers of a particular play from a particular kashimoto must use exactly the
same script, preventing the improvisation that was a common feature of kamishibai. A performer
could no longer add his own political opinions or lewd jokes to his kamishibai performance (Kang
pp. 70-73). Nonetheless, these injunctions were hard to enforce as thousands of individual
kamishibai performances could not be easily observed, and because the rapid turnover in personnel
working for the kashimoto made it hard to track individual performers.
A major transformation for kamishibai came about following the establishment of the
NKKK. This association produced a large amount of printed “educational” kamishibai; most of it
was also recognized as “governmental policy kamishibai” (kokusaku kamishibai, propaganda
plays). Orbaugh revealed the reason why NKKK and other kamishibai associations turned from
producing education kamishibai to making government policy plays:
As of July 1937, after the so-called China Incident, Japan was overtly at war… The
government moved to quell resistant voices by tightening censorship, and stepped up its
efforts to produce propaganda that would disseminate ‘correct’ messages…. For these
propaganda purposes a number of existing educational kamishibai production groups,
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such as Imai Yone’s Kamishibai Kankōkai, Takahashi Gozan’s Zenkōsha, and
particularly the . . . NKKK . . . were pressured, threatened or cajoled into cooperating
(Orbaugh p. 54).
Prior to the China incident,
One of the [NKKK’s] leaders, Saki Akio, had been arrested and jailed in 1934 for
contravening the Peace Preservation Law…essentially because of what were perceived
as a leftist beliefs and activities. After his direct experience of punishment, it is possible
that Saki shifted his politics to a pro-government, pro war stance out of caution and selfpreservation (Orbaugh, p. 55).
With this information, the NKKK’s shift can be understood. In view of the direct pressure
from the Japanese government on the NKKK and its leadership, it is hard to trace the real intentions
of the organization and its leaders; however, it is clear that they were required by the Japanese
government to produce war propaganda. The NKKK published an in-house magazine, Kyōiku
kamishibai (Educational kamishibai). With this magazine, the association built its own network to
connect its members around the Japanese empire, including both the main islands and the colonies,
and in lands captured by Japanese imperial forces. The networks the NKKK established in Japan
and the colonies allowed its members to study kamishibai production and performance techniques,
exchange messages, and allowed interested parties in faraway areas to acquire the most recent
kamishibai directly from NKKK. NKKK’s network worked as a propaganda machine that
generated new propaganda and trained propaganda artists and performers during the war.
During the war, the NKKK was the largest but certainly not the only association that
published numerous propaganda kamishibai for “educational” usage by children and adults to
inculcate Japanese ideology on domestic and international issues. The next chapter will provide a
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more detailed history of kamishibai from its emergence to its wartime usage.
Manhua: From Resistance Mobilization to Popular Medium
Manhua historian Bi Keguan argues that from its earliest roots in the Qing dynasty and
then in the posters of the May Fourth movement, manhua had a patriotic approach regarding events
of injustice. Subsequently individual modern manhua artists with anti-Japanese manhua works in
1930’s Shanghai came together to build a nation-wide manhua network; during the wartime,
patriotic manhua artists of the diaspora continued their activities in several unoccupied major cities
not (yet) occupied by Japanese forces. I will argue here that anti-colonialist and anti-Japanese
slogans provided roots for modern Chinese manhua’s development; wartime resistance manhua
had a direct linkage with 1930s manhua magazines.
Compared to kamishibai, manhua does not have an entirely clear, easily tracked lineage.
In fact, how to define manhua as a term would be a vague, difficult mission in China’s modern
transcultural history of imagery. Manhua is a general name for Chinese caricatures, western comics,
and Japanese manga. The term “manhua” does not designate exactly the same thing as the Japanese
word “manga,” but the modern popularized name manhua is a loan word from the Japanese, and
uses the same kanji/hanzi characters: 漫画. In this thesis, the term manhua represents Chinesestyle caricatures and comics.
Several Chinese Manhua scholars, such as Bi Keguan and Guan Xian Feng, suggest that
manhua has a long historical link to ancient Chinese painting and sculpture. Although those art
forms provided inspiration for modern manhua, those same scholars also acknowledge manhua
never became a specific style of painting before the modern era. Tracing the roots of modern
manhua, John. A Crespi suggests, “manhua is a loan word from the Japanese. It is a Chinese
cognate of manga that began to gain currency around 1925 when used to refer to lyrical
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monochrome paintings by the artist and the writer Feng Zikai” (Crespi, p. 4). Bi Keguan agrees
that Feng Zikai’s “Zikai manhua,” published in the Wenxue zhoubao (Weekly literature report)
starting in 1925, was responsible for uniting and spreading the designation of manhua. However,
Bi also claims that Feng Zikai was not the first person to use the term manhua: “From March 17,
1904 a Chinese newspaper Jingzhong ribao, organized by revolutionaries, started to carry a
column, ‘Shishi manhua’” (p. 38). Satirical manhua lacked titles or dialog and consisted of single
one-panel images or four-panel pictures labelled in sequence from one to four; this kind of cartoon
set was published more than twenty years prior to Feng Zikai’s manhua. In 1912 a pictorial
magazine Zhenxiang huabao was issued by the Gao brothers, featuring both photographs and
drawings, including caricatures, focused on current affairs. A few years later, in 1918, Shen
Bochen started publishing Shanghai Puck, a bilingual (English and Chinese) pictorial magazine
filled with drawings and short essays. Like its Japanese counterpart, Tokyo Puck, (started in 1905),
included political satire in the form of one-panel cartoons. By the time of Feng Zikai’s manhua
debut in 1928, and then three years later the launch of the weekly magazine Shanghai Manhua
(created by the Shanghai Manhua Hui, an organization founded by famous Shanghai manhua
artists), manhua as a term had gained public recognition and become popular within society (Bi,
p.38,40). Although Bi suggests that manhua has its origin in Chinese literature, he acknowledges
that Feng Zikai was responsible for popularizing the term “manhua.”
After 1925 when Feng Zikai made manhua a popular term in the Shanghai caricature world;
manhua magazines or manhua in newspapers boomed. As Bi Keguan explains, “people were
calling 1933 and 1934 as ‘the year of magazines’; most manhua publications were started in ‘the
year of magazines.’ Therefore, this period is also called ‘the time of essays and manhua’” (Bi, p.
95). In 1935, for example, the important manhua magazine Modern Sketch (Shidai manhua)
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released its first issue, with a cover painted by the famous manhua artist Zhang Guangyu. Shanghai
also became the center of Chinese manhua society; all Chinese manhua artists were connected by
Shanghai’s main manhua magazines such as Modern Sketch.
Despite the KMT government’s attempts to ban those manhua publications, which
included radical contents that criticized foreign colonists’ unbearable behavior in China, most
manhua magazines survived by restarting their operations, often renamed, in further publications
(Bi, Shihua pp. 95-96) . Although those determined Shanghai manhua publishers managed to
endure despite government surveillance, they still did not escape collateral damage from the war.
After the Marco Polo Bridge Incident occurred on July 7th, 1937, China and Japan fell into total
war. In the same year, the second Shanghai incident resulted in Shanghai’s falling into Japanese
hands, on November 26, 1937, after a three-month battle. From that point, the booming Shanghai
manhua industry was interrupted by the war, and most artists started their crusade of antiJapanese war propaganda by publishing resistance manhua issues and curating manhua
exhibitions to raise people’s awareness of resistance to the Japanese invasion. From that time,
anti-Japanese manhua boomed in various cities, from Nanjing to Wuhan, and then Chongqing,
which remained uncaptured by the Japanese. In Chapter Two I will elaborate on the process of
anti-Japanese (or resistance) manhua’s development in the pre-total war and wartime. Although
wartime Shanghai manhua artists scattered to different parts of China, they were still connected
by resistance manhua magazines and by their association.
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Chapter 1: From Street Entertainment to Wartime Propaganda - The
Development of Wartime Kamishibai

Figure 1.3 Kamishibai Performance at Kyoto International Manga Museum in 2019, photograph by the author

On the second floor of the Kyoto International Manga Museum, there is a kamishibai
cottage (紙芝居小屋) where the kamishibai group Yassan regularly perform their bilingual
kamishibai for both domestic and international audiences. As previously described in the
introduction, originally kamishibai was always connected with a bicycle; its wooden card-frame
was mounted on the back part of the bicycle. However, the second-generation leader of Yassan,
Danmaru, performed several classic and original kamishibai for his audiences in front of a bicycle
(fig.1). In the museum display, there is a wooden box mounted under the kamishibai stage (frame),
filled with snacks and hanging stickers to interest audiences. Except for the stickers, it is a good
replica of an early time street kamishibai bicycle. In addition, there is another over-sized
kamishibai card frame mounted on a desk, showing an illustration from the famous entertainment
kamishibai play The Golden Bat (Ōgon batto). Similar to Yassan’s style of kamishibai performance,
wartime kamishibai performances shared both desk- and bicycle-mounted styles: bicycle-mounted
kamishibai performances were usually best suited for the high mobility needs of street kamishibai
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performance while desk-mounted kamishibai performances were often for educational use in
schools.
Why focus on kamishibai? Since it is a visual medium unique to Japan—highly mobile,
mass-produced, popular, and low-cost—it was widely distributed in Japan and its colonies, to
spread Japanese war propaganda during the Fifteen-Year War. Compared to its prosperous past,
there should be more research to remark its usage as a propaganda tool, as a cautionary tale of the
potential of a popular medium to be used as propaganda tools even in the current world.
Forerunners of Kamishibai: A Brief Introduction of Tachie and Utsushie
Prior to the advent of kamishibai, tachie (upright pictures) and utsushie (pictorial projection)
had, since the Meiji period, been two popular visual street media. Utsushie required a projector,
multiple operators, and also a stable projection screen; with such demands, utsushie and other
image-projection plays were not equipped with the high mobility necessary to reach a broad
audience. Moreover, utsushie started its decline once film was imported into Japan in 1896 (in
Kobe) and which then spread to Tokyo in the next year (Ishiyama p. 26). At about the same time,
the storytelling form tachie start to appear on the streets: without the use of projectors, kabuki
stories were performed in a sort of puppet show, with painted figures on thick paper tied onto
bamboo sticks, manipulated in front of a black screen (Ishiyama p. 20, 21). Since film entails huge
production costs, plus large investments for specific locations (cinemas) and equipment, film art
was not an affordable medium available to audiences of all ages. Tachie, being a similar but much
cheaper medium, developed its own market on the streets.
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Figure 1.4 A Tachie Performer (From Kata Kōji’s Shōwa history of kamishibai p. 10)

Around 1921, a trend gradually developed for tachie performers to carry on business by
mounting their show boxes (stages) on bicycles (Ishiyama p. 34). Regular type tachie equipment
was carried on the performers’ shoulders to new performance sites. Bicycles greatly enhanced
tachie’s mobility and enlarged the performing areas of individual tachie performers. From that
time period, as a domestic visual performance art, kamishibai’s predecessor tachie established its
own unique style that co-existed with imported high-tech, high-consumption American visual art,
that is, film. At that time, film possessed an unbeatable advantage as a visual medium, although
one only able to partially represent reality, due to monochrome pictures and a lack of sound in
early films. Tachie as a street paper performance still possessed a core competitiveness based on
high mobility and low costs for both performers and audiences.
However, tachie as a popular medium was not able to survive long after the invention of
the first kamishibai from Arinotomokai. In April 1930 Matsunaga Takeo’s handprinted kamishibai,
Mahō no goten (The magical palace, similar in size to modern B5 size picture card sets),
immediately became very popular among Tokyo audiences (Ishiyama p. 46).
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Figure 1.5 A Tachie stage and candy box for the performers to carry on their shoulders

(From Imai Yone’s The Facts about kamishibai p.33)

Compared with tachie, kamishibai had several advantages. Tachie performers had acquired
and repeatedly performed stories which quoted from traditional kabuki play scripts; however,
kamishibai creators (illustrators and writers) produced more imaginative original works for their
audiences. Moreover, tachie, displaying printed characters on thick paper pasted on bamboo sticks
within a curtained wooden box frame, can be seen as a 2.5-dimensional play (see figure 1.5). Its
characters’ form of expression would be relatively fixed compared to that of a two-dimensional
kamishibai panel.
For instance, to visually narrate stories, kamishibai as a set of pictures would easily
accommodate various painting techniques, such as the use of perspective and distance techniques
to express more information regarding the relation of characters to background and to other
characters in different pictures. The many panels that made up one play could also show a variety
of facial expressions for each of the characters. Therefore, kamishibai as a two-dimensional
medium could carry more variation of pattern and greater manifestation of information than could
a 2.5-dimension tachie play. With the added advantages of low-cost production and easy training
of new performers, kamishibai soon spread to different areas as a new popular medium.
Nonetheless, kamishibai as a new force faced fierce competition from tachie; ultimately,
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there was a competition in November 1930, between tachie and kamishibai practitioners in a shrine
located at Asakusa in Tokyo; in the end the kamishibai performance won the contest and audience
acclaim (Ishiyama pp. 45-46).
Kamishibai as a performance business was organized into several elements: the kashimoto
(which produced the actual kamishibai plays by hiring scriptwriters and illustrators and then rented
the plays out to members); and the members (kamishibai performers, who rented kamishibai plays
and purchased snacks/candy from the kashimoto). During this period, kamishibai illustrations were
hand-painted and the script (if any) hand-written on the back of the cards; it was still a timeconsuming process which limited wide range distribution.
Transforming a Popular Street Medium into a Tool for Education: Educational Kamishibai
and the Pioneers
After finishing her study of religious education and infant psychology in the U.S., Imai
Yone (1897-1968) returned to Tokyo in 1931, and soon, as she had long hoped, established a
Sunday school. While street kamishibai performance, as a popular visual medium, had just been
invented a few years previously, once Imai experienced street kamishibai she decided to use it in
her church. Imai then hired a street kamishibai illustrator, Itakura Yasuo, to produce painted scenes
for her; the very first work was a four-volume 100-page handprinted kamishibai: The Story of the
Bible: David in his Boyhood. However, hand-printed kamishibai was still limited in its spread,
speed and scope by the illustrators’ drawing speed. Imai established the Kamishibai Kankōkai to
publish her gospel kamishibai productions in 1933 and then published the first kamishibai of David
in his Boyhood with lithographic mass printing technology in the B5 size. That became the general
standard for kamishibai size and remains so today (Sumida p. 3, 5, 6).
Kamichi Chizuko, a youth culture researcher and former kamishibai maker, cites a 1932
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newspaper report in the Asahi Shinbun saying that kamishibai was deemed a poison to children
(Kamichi quoted in Suda and Machida p. 198). But despite the violence and occasional lewdness
of entertainment kamishibai, Imai still perceived the great potential of kamishibai as an avantgarde popular visual medium for childhood education and missionary use in the early 1930’s.
More than merely remoulding kamishibai as a successful educational medium, it was Imai
who pioneered the practice of lithography printing of kamishibai and unified the panel size for the
illustrations. She thereby laid a strong foundation for kamishibai to become a mass-produced
medium and to extend its usage into various other fields.
While Imai and her Kamishibai Kankōkai primarily published gospel/Bible-based
kamishibai, several other educators devoted their efforts to making kamishibai a pedagogical tool.
Well-known educator Takahashi Gozan (1888-1965) founded Zenkōsha in 1931 after gaining
experience as an editor of children’s magazines. His first kamishibai work was Aka zukinchan
(Little Red Riding Hood). He met Imai at the Kanda YMCA; they found resonance in their ideal
of employing kamishibai for educational purposes. Most of Takahashi’s works were based on
foreign fairy tales, similar to Imai’s practice of gospel kamishibai. Takahashi also became known
for making Buddhist kamishibai plays. From 1936, Kawasaki Taiji (1902-1980), a children’s
literature writer and educator with an interest in both child care and kamishibai, began visiting
rural nursery centers to present kamishibai. He observed children’s reactions as he played
kamishibai to them and used this experience in kamishibai creation. As a result, Kawasaki
developed his own style in his scripts, including kamishibai’s most important “technology”: the
sashikomi. (Sumida p. 17, 18, 20). According to Orbaugh’s description of sashikomi,
Some [kamishibai] panels are made in two parts: the base panel that shows the second
part of a movement and has two small vertical slits in it, and a half-size panel (sashikomi)
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that fits in snugly over it by means of tabs that fit into the slits in the base panel. The
picture on the half-size panel melds perfectly with that on the base panel so that the join
is not visible, and shows the first stage of the movement. When the half-size panel is
pulled rapidly aside and the base panel is revealed, it appears that the background has
remained unchanged while the foreground figure has moved from one place or state to
another, giving an illusion of actual motion (p. 92).
By 1934, street kamishibai had become a prosperous industry. According to statistical data
from 1933, by the end of September of that year there were 53 kashimoto companies with their
own illustrators, and 40 other kashimoto operations that only ran kamishibai renting businesses.
Including 143 illustrators, there were over 1700 kamishibai producers who were involved in the
kamishibai business in that year (Ishiyama p. 59).
Nippon Kyōiku Kamishibai Kyōkai and Matsunaga Ken’ya
1934 was also significant because, according to Sharalyn Orbaugh, in that year the first
political educational kamishibai was published by Matsunaga Ken’ya based on a Soviet film:
Matsunaga Ken’ya (1907-1946) [was] an educator who had become involved with
settlement work during his student days at Tokyo Imperial University (Tōdai), beginning
in 1931. The Tōdai settlement group helped poor people by supporting and carrying out
material improvements in the slum areas of town and by promoting education for poor
children. Although his Tōdai friends disparaged kamishibai as vulgar and devoid of
cultural value, Matsunaga, influenced by Imai Yone, saw educational potential in the
medium. His first experience with kamishibai occurred when a colleague of Imai’s
demonstrated one of her Christian plays for the settlement group . . . . Matsunaga was
similarly impressed by Jinsei an-nai (A guide for life), the first Soviet talkie to be
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screened in Tokyo, in 1932. The film was about a boy who ends up on the street as a
result of war and revolution, and pulls himself out of destitution through hard work (p.
50).
In December 1933, Matsunaga purchased two sets of kamishibai after Imai’s colleague had
performed kamishibai for the settlement group. Thoroughly impressed by this new medium,
Matsunaga, with his companions in the settlement group, produced a kamshibai form of the story
Jinsei annai in a week. As an important work by Matsunaga, Jinsei annai was published in two
versions in both 1934 and 1938 with two different illustrators (Sumida p. 19).
After graduation from university, Matsunaga and his settlement group friends became
elementary school teachers. Before he helped to establish the famous propaganda kamishibai
organization Nippon Kyōiku Kamishibai Kyōkai (NKKK) in July 1938, he met with several
members who shared a similar mind toward education and kamishibai. Matsunaga devoted a large
portion of his time and salary to kamishibai. He made his own educational kamishibai and
embarked on a kamishibai performance tour of various locations in Japan. During the process, in
January 1938, Matsunaga and a few other educational kamishibai practitioners joined a meeting
with officers from both the Metropolitan police and Monbushō (The Ministry of Education of
Japan) to share opinions about how to regulate kamishibai (Ishiyama p. 61, 65, 74).
As an important figure for educational kamishibai, Matsunaga started his career during his
university time, and then continually devoted his energies to making kamishibai a regular
educational practice. However, the meaning of “education” as the promotion, and the instilling of
sound societal values, positive attitudes and good moral concepts, through stories for children, was
shifted into a kokusaku (governmental policy) promoting war. After general mobilization laws
were passed in 1938, publishing was threatened by the government. However, it is difficult to trace
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Matsunaga’s real attitude toward this huge change of the new general mobilization laws, just as it
is difficult to trace the apparent change of ideology among many leftist artists including kamishibai
makers. For instance, as mentioned previously, one prominent NKKK member, Saki Akio, was
arrested, in 1934, for the contents of his kamishibai, as a violation of the Peace Preservation Law
(Orbaugh p. 51). After being harassed and arrested by the government, especially by the Special
Higher Police—a force that searched out and cracked down on anarchists, communists and
socialists, and that was later responsible for anti-espionage activities in regions that had been
captured by Japan—most left-wing writers and artists complied with the government’s will to
produce works that promoted imperial Japan’s concepts, policies, and state system. The NKKK
played an essential role in presenting wartime government policy and wartime propaganda through
its numerous kamishibai works and its huge network within Japan and its colonies.
Home Front Culture and Kokusaku Kamishibai
Kamishibai’s involvement for military use could be traced to as early as 1932, as Orbaugh
revealed: “…the Army Ministry joined with several kashimoto to organize a large kamishibai
festival to commemorate the first anniversary of the so-called Manchurian Incident (with which
the undeclared war in Northern China had begun in 1931)” (p. 52). A new kamishibai association
joined this event in a Yomiuri newspaper advertisement for the kamishibai festival. It was the
Nippon Gageki Kyōiku Kyōkai (Japan Kamishibai Education Association, hereafter NGKK),
which was comprised of people involved in the street-corner (entertainment) kamishibai industry.
The NGKK, had connections with the Army Ministry, and was founded by governmental officers
along with prominent kashimoto owners. These included as leader Andō Seijun, the Vice Minister
for Political Affairs of the Education Ministry (the Monbushō), three members of the Tokyo
Prefectural Assembly, and an employee of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government. The NGKK
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normally organized prominent kashimoto in a particular city or town to share information on
hygiene for candy sellers and to coordinate the routes of kamishibai performers to make sure there
were not too many overlaps, and to address other general issues regarding professional kamishibai
performers. In addition, the NGKK was intended to monitor the content of plays, promote
educational content featuring good messages, and censor “violence, grotesquerie and occasional
lewdness” in some plays. This type of oversight, regulating public discourse with the apparently
voluntary cooperation of private organizations, was a feature of Japanese government “thought
management” during the 1930s and 1940s (Orbaugh p. 54).
As opposed to orders imposed on citizens, Imperial Japan’s government policies tended to
cooperate with quasi-governmental or civil organizations to spread propaganda to citizens. One
example is the cooperation among the NKKK and the Taisei Yokusankai (The Imperial Rule
Assistance Association, hereafter IRAA; a quasi-governmental organization) for making
governmental policy kamishibai. In Barak Kushner’s study of wartime Japanese propagandists, he
summarizes two reasons why using kamishibai, which appeared to remain free and unregulated,
was successful as an instrument of propaganda:
[F]irst if propaganda appeared to come as an official order, the people would resent it as
a government proclamation. Second, the propagandists had noted that people behaved
like all living creatures; they thought in terms of immediate benefits and disadvantages
to themselves or how specific actions or policies would affect the future. It did not matter
how much the media emphasized something vague and spiritual; in the end such a thing
would not have the power to mobilize people (p. 9).
The NKKK, in its wartime activities, provided a good example that substantiated those
theories. As an organization it had its own huge network throughout Japan’s metropolitan areas
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and countryside, street corners, classrooms, factories, overseas colonies and even battlefields in
China. Moreover, some NKKK members from different occupations voluntarily purchased
kamishibai and performed them for local people. With such a huge network NKKK had a powerful
influence over the discursive power and information conveyed by kamishibai.
In reality some of the NKKK’s early work, such as the 1940 Taisei yokusan (Imperial Rule
Assistance), were full of sermonizing conceptual scenes to teach why and what a Japanese citizen
should contribute to the Japanese empire to build a new united great Asian order. In the play Taisei
yokusan, the author ingeniously connected Japan and Japanese citizens’ future with the IRAA’s
slogans to promote this new organization, which was established under then-Prime Minister Konoe
Fumimaro’s Shintaisei (New Order) movement after all political parties were dissolved in 1940.
The NKKK’s Taisei yokusan reflected the shift to kokusaku (governmental policy/propaganda)
kamishibai as a subgenre of educational kamishibai, a product with governmental influence.
To understand the transition of kamishibai, Kang Jun’s research on police regulation is
worthy of consideration. A display of a half year of the Tōkyō-shi Shakaikyoku’s (Tokyo Social
Affairs Department) publication of Kamishibai ni kansuru chōsa (Survey regarding kamishibai),
reveals that in November 1935 the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department for the first time applied
regulations to kamishibai in order to prohibit brutal, grotesque contents. However, the initial
regulations did not work well; therefore, the Metropolitan Police Department released an official
notice called the Kamishibai gyōsha torishimari ni kansuru ken (Regulation of kamishibai
performers) in March 1938. The first major regulation of kamishibai performers asserted that they
must send their picture/script panels and a written description of the play to the Metropolitan Police
Department for censorship. Then, kamishibai performers were also directed to submit a written
script before performing the kamishibai. Moreover, the kamishibai voice performance must adhere
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to the written script rather than take on a personal improvised style of performance. (Kang pp. 7173). The 1938 version of these regulations, for the kamishibai industry, demanded a united form
that combined the visual and verbal parts into a new united standard.
Another significant factor in wartime kamishibai development dealt with the socio-political
background of the time. As Orbaugh explains, the government started to tighten censorship to
eliminate resistance voices after the so-called China Incident (or Marco Polo Bridge Incident) of
July 1937 (p. 54). For pro-war propaganda purposes, several existing educational kamishibai
production groups were coaxed, pressured or threatened into cooperating in propaganda
kamishibai production; these groups included Imai’s Kamishibai Kankōkai, NKKK, and
Takahashi’s Zenkōsha (Sumida p. 54). Wartime kamishibai production meant not only that those
kamishibai groups had to share part of the work of propaganda production but that Imai’s
Kamishibai Kankōkai, which released thirteen sets of propaganda kamishibai, from 1941 to 1945,
produced no gospel kamishibai during the war. (Sumida p. 21).
In 1944, when a shortage of food in Japan resulted in a severe drop in candy supplies to
the remaining street kamishibai performers, many of them switched to other jobs (Ishiyama p. 111).
Many had already disappeared when they were conscripted for military or factory service.
Meanwhile, kokusaku/propaganda kamishibai was produced and performed widely. Hence,
propaganda kamishibai acquired the absolute predominance to be performed in various locations
for both child and adult audiences. Compared with other genres, war education propaganda
enjoyed a priority in kamishibai production (especially the NKKK’s work) in order to “educate”
Imperial Japan’s subjects on how to contribute to the effort of creating a united Asia by resisting
inimical regimes.
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Magazine Kyōiku Kamishibai
After the NKKK inaugurated its in-house magazine Kyōiku kamishibai (Educational
kamishibai) on September 5, 1938, its effort to act as imperial Japan’s mouthpiece continued until
the release of its final wartime edition on October 10, 1944. In the first issue of Kyōiku kamishibai,
a clear outline of how to develop the NKKK’s governmental policy/propaganda kamishibai was
offered in the preface.
The following three excerpts from the preface reveal kamishibai’s role and purposeful
advantage.
First: Kamishibai can be performed by any individual, at anytime, anywhere, and it’s
a low-cost medium with almost unlimited appeal, and comes with a rapid distribution
system. This explains the popularity of kamishibai.
Second: Kamishibai is an interesting medium for both children and adults, no matter
how much education they have received. It shows an astonishing efficacy for social
education, school education, home education, enlightenment, teaching purposes,
publicity, and entertainment. This is the pedagogical usage of kamishibai.
Third: These advantages do not reflect the current state of kamishibai; there are many
regrettable parts in the current situation. While improving kamishibai’s current state, our
association will establish the application of our own theory and techniques to produce a
part of national cultural policy publicity (Asaoka vol. 1 p. 9).
Embarking with a clear outline, the first issue of Kyōiku kamishibai drew, in the table of
contents, a specific blueprint of its future development. Following the preface is a list of
September’s kamishibai productions. Two of them under the column of “descriptions of new works”
particularly reflected the political situation of the time. One was Jūgo no chikara (The strength of
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the home front), a story about a village in Akita prefecture, and how a soldier’s family on the home
front (jūgo) supported the soldiers who were fighting on the frontlines. As an important genre, jūgo
propaganda was an essential exercise whereby imperial Japan could develop its mobilization
process after starting the war with China. Fighting a country that possessed vast land and
manpower resources required the support of ordinary citizens. Voluntary support for the Japanese
military invasion was indispensable if the government hoped to justify its actions and implant the
concept that they were involved in a just war. This work enhanced the connection between the
home front and front lines and blurred the boundary between soldiers and civilians. All the subjects
of imperial Japan needed to fight for their ambitious goal by uniting tightly to serve in the war.
The second “new work” listed in the first issue of Kyōiku kamishibai was Haisen Shina no
rimen o hirou (Picking up the back of the defeated China). In the short introduction about this
work, it was classified as news kamishibai. To depict the enemy in a binary opposition, another
kamishibai, Akuma no shippai (The devil’s failure), was tagged as anti-Communist kamishibai
(Asaoka vol. 1, pp. 10-11).
Praising Japanese soldiers’ sacrifice and encouraging people living on the home front to
support the war involved processing the news, and projecting the enemy as evil characters; the
NKKK’s kamishibai and most other wartime kamishibai were full of such topics to meet the need
for war propaganda. Not just the Chinese army and Communism were depicted as evil, malevolent
entities; after the Pacific war commenced from December 1941, the major Occidental enemies
America and Britain also became “bei-ei kichiku” (literally “fiendish American and British
devils”) in several kamishibai works. Using stories to unite “us,” the Japanese were depicted as an
imagined community sacrificing for a great purpose, a unified Asia. Stories of self-sacrificing
soldiers and their support by selfless people on the home front bonded the relationship of front line
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and home front into a tight community with a common destiny. Moreover, news kamishibai would
act as an apparently “neutral” medium to provide evidence for why Japan should fight in the war,
and why Japan was justified in helping Japanese and Chinese (and other Asian countries’) people
who shared a common future that was threatened by the resistance of the Chinese government, and
later also the American and British forces. Finally, othering the enemy as evil entities justified
Imperial Japan’s military invasion and pushed home-front residents to support the army in its drive
to defeat its demonized enemies. With these techniques, an untold number of war propaganda
kamishibai were created, especially by the NKKK, up until sometime in 1944. (NKKK’s official
magazine Kamishibai also ends in October 1944.)
After the war, the question of the responsibility for producing propaganda kamishibai arose
in the International Court Military Tribunal for the Far East. Saki Akio, one of the central figures
in the NKKK was called as a witness and testified that the NKKK’s supranational, militaristic
kamishibai plays were produced under government pressure; however, as Sumida points out,
NKKK members published numerous articles to advocate, seemingly enthusiastically, for the
kokusaku kamishibai movement (Sumida p. 38).
At the same time, as a representative figure of entertainment kamishibai, Kata Kōji
revealed a different attitude among street kamishibai performers:
[W]hile the NKKK was criticizing snack-selling entertainment kamishibai as vulgar
products, they printed propaganda kamishibai, and sold those works as ‘educational
kamishibai’ to various organizations and governmental offices. Some individuals critical
of us (street kamishibai performers) remarked NKKK’s kamishibai to be part of
militaristic education; it is presumptuous to name that as educational kamishibai; the real
education is the works produced by us, that can provide happiness to children (Kata p.
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144).
From this street kamishibai artist’s antithetic tone, it would appear that the NKKK’s works
were not accepted by all kamishibai groups. With government support, the NKKK took the
dominant position during wartime, while street kamishibai performers were conscripted by the
army and lacked a supply of vendible snacks necessary to continue their jobs. The NKKK’s
prosperity was dependent on the progress of warfare.
The NKKK and the Overseas Kamishibai Movement
The NKKK not only took advantage of the domestic kamishibai market by cooperating
with government departments, but extended their overseas influence by establishing branches in
Korea, Taiwan, Manchuria, and other Japanese-occupied parts of China and Southeast Asia.
By the time of the release of the first issue of its journal, Kyōiku kamishibai, the NKKK
had already managed to organize branches in Taiwan; similar to many other organizations in
Taiwan (September 5, 1938), the heads of the NKKK branch office were all Japanese and only few
nonsignificant members were locals. After a brief introduction about kamishibai in Korea, in the
3rd issue (November 1, 1938), there is a photo of Matsunaga Ken’ya performing kamishibai in
Guangzhou in issue 1 of volume 2 (January 1, 1939). Later he also appeared in issue 7 of volume
7 in a photo of him performing kamishibai in Zhangjiakou (July 1, 1939). While spreading its
network in East Asia, the NKKK was also involved in ideological propaganda about the China
War theater. After total war with China had erupted, the war remained in a stalemate for a long
time; Imperial Japan propped up the former KMT vice president Wang Jingwei to establish a
puppet regime: the Reorganized National Government of the Republic of China. To support the
Japanese government and Wang’s cooperation, the NKKK created a kamishibai to introduce Wang:
Heiwa kyūkoku no chichi Ō Sei [Wang Jingwei] Den (The Father of Peaceful National Salvation
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Wang Jingwei). As a collaborationist with Imperial Japan, Wang’s three main principles, panAsianism, anti-Communism, and opposition to Chiang Kai-shek, all meshed with Imperial Japan’s
policy toward China. Similar to Vichy France, Wang tried to carve out a place for himself that
would remain after the imagined victory of the Axis powers. This kamishibai (The Father of
Peaceful National Salvation Wang Jingwei) was advertised as “a masterpiece made in northern
China,” in issue 9 of volume 3. Wang was depicted as the chief of the new KMT government,
which would be represented as a milestone in East Asia’s changing to the new order. As the
protagonist in this play, Wang’s life was portrayed.
He was taught by his wise mother about the white peril in his childhood. He keeps Sun
Yat-sen’s instructions, has been exiled, through the northern expedition, and went to
foreign lands. Through all these drastic events, he leads the glittering new government
after the chaos of the beginning of the second Sino-Japanese war (Asaoka vol. 3 p. 84).
Wang was clearly depicted as a heroic character full of the experience necessary to make
him a leader against the dangerous threats from white civilization. As a 23-panel kamishibai with
the technique of sashikomi and several paper puppets, The Father of Peaceful National Salvation
Wang Jingwei represented the NKKK’s take on China as an important field for the application of
their visual propaganda. While promoting Japan’s puppet regime, the NKKK also focused on
collaborators among the general populace in China.
For example, in the 3rd issue of volume 4, there is an article about the “Kūnyan of
Kamishibai” (kūnyan is the Japanese gloss version of the Chinese word guniang, meaning young
female). It was revealed that two Chinese girls, Zhao and Shen, experienced an assault by Chinese
members of the Eighth-Route army while they voluntarily performed kamishibai. According to the
report, Zhao and Shen were touched by the NKKK’s play Akanbo to heitai (Baby and soldier, an
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early NKKK work released in 1938) after receiving instruction regarding kamishibai performing.
They bravely performed that kamishibai in a village as part of the pacification campaign aimed at
local Chinese villagers, with only two or three Japanese soldiers as escorts. However, they
encountered an assault by more than 30 Chinese soldiers; both Shen and Zhao were attacked from
behind while fleeing to the Japanese army’s encampment. The article states that both girls were
downed in a field, and they covered the Akanbo to heitai play and kamishibai stage with their
bodies (Asaoka vol. 3 p. 328).
Compared with the complex wartime situation in mainland China, Korea had been a
relatively friendly environment for the spread of kamishibai since its annexation by Japan in 1910.
For example, there was, according to NKKK director Togami Mineji’s report,
from (1941) June 19 to July 8, a lecture event of kamishibai instructors held by the
Korean national mobilization direction committee and supported by the Asahi shinbun’s
Keijō branch… Although lectures about kamishibai were delivered throughout all areas
in Korea for leaders of different groups, most participants lacked kamishibai performing
experience or had no idea what kamishibai was… the usage of kamishibai in Korea was
for children’s Japanese education, life guidance, and the edification of low living
standard citizens (Togami p. 184).
However, Kwŏn Hŭiju’s report presents a different situation regarding kamishibai in
colonial Korea. He revealed that kamishibai was first reported by the Busan Ilbo newspaper on 21
October, 1934; most of the stories were about military actions, and it was pointed out that those
stories were not suited for educational use. As Kwŏn’s list of kamishibai that had been published
in colonial Korea clearly shows, propaganda kamishibai were already made and distributed by
colonial Korea’s official groups from 1937 ( Kwŏn p. 17). He also mentioned that the most popular
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kamishibai work in Korea was Kin shōsa no funsen (The brave fight of Major Kim). In 1937,
Major Kim became a war hero after being seriously wounded during combat in Nanyuan, China.
He had led a battalion and captured the Nanyuan palace from one Chinese division. He returned
to Korea as a respected Korean war hero and then gained popularity as a speaker on wartime issues
at lecture meetings. Major Kim then went on a tour talking about the Second Sino-Japanese war
and encouraged young Koreans to join the army (ibid.). As we see from the Chinese collaborators’
image in the article about the “Kūnyan of kamishibai” and the kamishibai play Onward! the rising
sun (see appendix), Chinese collaborators with the Japanese may be depicted as a village boy or
young girls who voluntarily help the Japanese army by information-sharing or assisting to perform
propaganda. Although Wang Jingwei was depicted as a masculine leader figure in the NKKK’s
magazine, it is hard to find images of Chinese soldiers in the NKKK’s kamishibai plays (or in its
magazine). Compared to The brave fight of Major Kim, a kamishibai work made by a colonial
official who was the Governor-General of Chosen’s intelligence department, the kamishibai made
for mainland China are relatively gentle in attitude. As we shall see, the Americans and British
were generally demonized as kichiku (devils), and there is vilification directed toward China,
Chinese soldiers and the Chinese leader Chiang Kai-shek, since they were not cooperating with
Imperial Japan’s grand plan for the unification of Asia, but Chinese youth in kamishibai were
presented as innocent figures to reveal that they are the same as youth in Japan: they share common
values, and they are good in nature compared with American and British individuals, who act as
exploiters in their Asian colonies.
On January 10, 1942, the magazine Kyōiku kamishibai changed its title to Kamishibai,
beginning with issue #1 of volume 5. In this issue, a reporter named Okada introduced kamishibai’s
status in Manchuria. He revealed that especially in areas with no electricity and places that have
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long summers like Manchuria, kamishibai has more advantages than projectors. He also listed
three advantages for kamishibai as a medium for Manchurians compared with film: first,
kamishibai had color, compared with colorless films, making kamishibai more attractive for
Manchurians. Second, kamishibai has more freedom of compositions; its symbolic presentation is
more suitable for less educated Manchurian citizens. Third, kamishibai has a better pace than film;
it is more difficult to get the point about one scene of a fast-paced film than from a slow-paced
kamishibai (Okada pp. 53-54). Later a few articles briefly introduced kamishibai’s status in the
Malay Peninsula. Also, in Issue 5 of volume 6 in 1942, Qingdao was presented.
The Chinese Expeditionary Force’s general headquarters concentration camp’s head
officer, a man named Mori, articulated that kamishibai was the most applicable weapon
to apply in China…with several pioneer’s hard work, kamishibai developed in Beijingcentered northern China, the deep Shanxi front, and in Guangzhou-centered southern
China… (Mori Isō pp. 74-75).
In the same article, Mori also mentioned the importance of cooperation with Wang
Jingwei’s new KMT government to establish public order, improve peoples’ living standards and
comprehend public sentiments (p. 14). Therefore, kamishibai’s propaganda diffusion environment
was greatly changed from risking lives to performing propaganda for local Chinese people to build
new local kamishibai institutions with the cooperative Chinese government. However, the winds
of war were not favorable for kamishibai development in China. In the last issue of 1943 (issue 12
of volume 6), an Army Minister in Japan suggested kamishibai play scripts should convey the
tense situation facing Imperial Japan. Gyokusai gunshin butai (The suicide deaths of a war hero
unit), is a play about Yasuyo Yamasaki’s troops on Attu Island who fought American troops until
all of them were killed in action or had committed suicide. Hence, as time passed into 1944, there
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were only a few information articles in the magazine about overseas kamishibai’s development
(only one for Manchuria). Instead, the genre of kessen kamishibai (kamishibai of decisive
engagement) emerged. As Imperial Japan’s defeat loomed, the NKKK soon started to incinerate
their propaganda kamishibai in the august of 1945 (Ishiyama p. 117).
Starting as a vulgar street performance for children’s entertainment, then utilized by Imai
Yone as a gospel education tool for her Sunday school, kamishibai’s potential was recognized by
Matsunaga Ken’ya and his companions as an effective medium for children’s education, including
on political topics. Kamishibai turned from a medium that might contaminate children’s minds to
a proper medium that contained an educational function for childhood education. After kamishibai
justified its bright side, governmental organizations and quasi-governmental groups intervened in
the market of educational kamishibai. Kamishibai gradually developed as a tool of Imperial
Japan’s propaganda as its audiences expanded to all ages. With its abundant painting expressions,
war propaganda kamishibai, especially the NKKK’s works, are well made as art objects.
Nonetheless, with its enticing contents under an artistic cover performed by skillful performers
around most corners in Japan and even in Korea and China, the embellished art could not hide its
core of war mobilization. Even NKKK members destroyed their works right after the war. It is
important to learn the lessons conveyed by wartime kamishibai, since kamishibai’s role may be
repeated by other media to manipulate people’s opinions and raise nationalistic sentiment against
some other race or culture.
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Chapter 2: A Consideration of Manhua Magazines in Metropolitan Areas and
then in the Diaspora
Similar to kamishibai’s role in Japan as a war propaganda tool, manhua played an important
role as a visual medium to express the will of resistance of the Chinese people during the FifteenYear War. In this chapter, the emergence of local pictorial magazines in the 1930s in Shanghai will
be introduced. To comprehend the origins of wartime manhua/resistance manhua through 1930s
printed media, it will be essential to reveal the cultural and political background of that era and the
artists’ lives. In order to achieve chronological order about the development of patriotic and
resistance manhua within the historical movement, a few manhua works will be introduced. Then,
the diaspora of patriotic manhua artists and their resistance toward the Japanese invasion using
manhua as a weapon will be addressed, including the founding of manhua artist originations and
their attitude towards warfare in China.
Flowing with the progress of war in mainland China, artists started their voyage to
distribute sparks of resistance to the Japanese army’s invasion. The forms and methods of their art,
as visual media, served as propaganda to raise Chinese individuals’ minds as a cohesive force
against Imperial Japan’s atrocities in China, and to separate Imperial Japan’s ideology from its
oppressed subjects. From a significant amount of well-preserved resistance manhua (or antiJapanese manhua), several interesting points presented by manhua artists become clear. These
include visual depictions of Japanese (bureaucrats, soldiers, citizens) and how they functioned, as
well as images of collaborators (Chinese who served in Japan’s puppet army, young women and
children). Finally, and most importantly, we will see images of Chinese people who raised their
will of resistance to the war started by Japan. Through this lens, readers of this chapter may come
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to understand the Second Sino-Japanese war as a war of resistance against Japan.
Scholars disagree significantly about the origins of manhua. As discussed in the
Introduction, although many people trace the beginnings of the term “manhua” to the Zikai manhua
of 1925, Bi Keguan has shown that in fact the term existed at least twenty years before that. Bi
defines the boundaries of manhua not by whether a cartoon had satirical content but rather by its
conception, and the specialization (and sense of humor) in its techniques of expression (p. 4). Bi
also mentioned that before a series of satirical, humorous pictorial works was termed manhua and
gained popularity in the 20th century, similar pictorial works already existed from the 11th century
Song dynasty (p. 1). Together with rare sources of ancient Chinese manhua still in existence, he
also listed several pictorial works from the Qing dynasty such as “Xiaorentu” (Pictures of villains,
see figure 2.1）and “Guitaojiu tuxiyan” (Turtle asked for liquor, rabbit went to smoke, see figure
2.12). Bi pointed out that “Xiaorentu” is a work designed to mock various villains in society, and
“Guitaojiu tuxiyan” employs personification of animals to express its satire; the technique and
conception revealed distinct characteristics of manhua (pp. 8-10). With unique concepts and
elements of humor and satire, manhua in the Qing dynasty already had its own style and practical
function that expressed criticism of undesirable social phenomena. Rather than focusing on a
detailed history of Chinese manhua, this thesis will concentrate primarily on the development of
anti-Japanese/resistance manhua. Not just active on social issues, modern Chinese manhua also
evolved within a complex time, an era full of conflicts, both internal and international, for the
Chinese nation.
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Figure 2.1 “Pictures of Villains” (Bi p. 8)

Figure 2.12 “Turtle asks for liquor, rabbit went to smoke” (Bi p. 10)

Bi suggested the democratic revolution (the revolution of 1911, resulting in the end of the
Qing Dynasty) led manhua into rapid development to become an independent type of painting. “In
the late Qing dynasty…newspapers in Guangdong, Shanghai, Beijing, and some other places
quickly boomed… manhua drawings related to current affairs also underwent unprecedented
development” (Bi p. 13). To illustrate this, Bi specifically introduced Xie Zuantai and his famous
work Shiju quantu (1898, The situation in the Far East, see figure 2.2). Xie was one of the first
members in Sun Yat-sen’s Tong Meng Hui (Chinese Revolutionary League). His work
aimed to wake up the Chinese nationals, sounding the alarm for the people: the risk
created as foreign powers carved up the Qing empire would soon come…. The themes
of manhua in this period (the late Qing period) shared a great diversity, but topics against
aggression and feudalism were the main contents (Bi p. 13, 15).

Figure 2.2 “The situation in the far east” 1898. Xie zuantai (Bi p. 14)

Xie’s work was modified into different versions and spread in different countries and
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different parts of China. In the original version, all foreign powers are animalized and depicted as
seeking to take a part of China. From top to the bottom: Russia as a bear is entering northern China;
Japan as a sun is taking Korea, Fujian and Taiwan; Germany is a gull circling the Shandong
Peninsula; Britain as a bulldog is holding a part of southern China; France is a frog taking
Indochina; America as an eagle is heading on its way to take some advantage of China. Xie
visualized his concern about the future of China (the Qing Empire), by superimposing animalized
foreign powers on a Far East map. Weak nations were presented as passive, immoveable lands
without life, but strong foreign national powers could be incarnated as animals, away from their
original lands but taking an interest in Far East nations. The mobility and independence of power
was well depicted in this work. However, it was likely too late for the Qing Empire to finish its
reformation. The Qing finally perished in 1912 after fourteen years of internal revolution. A new
chapter of Chinese manhua would emerge in an era under the rule of the newly founded republican
government.
News from Versailles and the First Chinese Manhua Magazine
According to British historian Rana Mitter,
[T]he message from Paris was bleak. China would not regain its territory, and the
formerly German areas would instead be handed over to Japan… Chinese Nationalists
were outraged. And then took full advantage of the globalized world which China had
been forced into entering after its disastrous defeat in the Opium Wars of the 1840s
(p. 5).
On the 4th of May 1919, the famous May Fourth movement started with students joining a
parade to protest the unequal treaty signed at the Paris peace conference; although China was a
victorious nation at the end of WWI, the Treaty of Versailles transferred Germany’s interests in
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Shandong to Japan. The Duan Qirui government signed that unequal treaty. Then the protest
movement spread to the whole country, expanding as strikes among students, labour and merchants
protesting against both the unequal international treaty and the inactive government. With the
students’ slogan of “Claim sovereignty from the international world, eliminate traitors from
internal society,” protest spread over the land of China, as intellectuals started to create caricatures
to criticize the political situation.
The May Fourth movement was important for the transition of China; a common purpose
inspired intellectuals to stand out and lead fellow Chinese from all different occupations to fight
for their land and dignity. Together with this upsurge of new national awareness, manhua was
radicalized into a propaganda weapon to connect people from different places and occupations in
China.
Various manhua flyers were produced in support of the May Fourth movement. Although
the Duan Qirui government supressed the protesting patriotic students, many anonymous manhua
flyers were made by people who joined the movement. Although rarely seen nowadays, some of
these flyers were presented by Bi Keguan in his Zhongguo manhuashi (History of Chinese
manhua), such as the following “Quanguo tongzhi mobei rinu chixiao” (Nation-wide comrades,
don’t be ridiculed by the Japanese)

Figure 2.3 “National wide comrades, don’t be ridiculed by the Japanese”. 1919
(Bi’s History of Chinese Manhua p. 55).
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In the centre of this picture (see figure 2.3), three Chinese use a stone to put down a
Japanese man. The Japanese man holds two flags; one says Qingdao, and the other is a secret treaty.
The Japanese was forced down, crushed under a large stone emblazoned with huge characters
advocating a boycott of Japanese goods, and at the bottom, in small characters, are the words Stone
of Mount Tai. One of the men holding the stone speaks of sharp tools of national salvation,
indicating that a boycott of Japanese merchandise would be a good weapon by which Chinese
citizens should contribute their own power to their country. The Stone of Mount Tai refers to a
traditional belief that stones from Mount Tai have the power to seal up monsters and offer the
stone’s owner a peaceful life. With this metaphor, Japan has already become a devil through its
actions at the Versailles conference to take Qingdao as its own property. From that time, manhua’s
prominent value was not only to act as an alarm to notify Chinese individuals to take heed of their
nation’s situation, but to call its people to surge against the inequity imposed by foreign powers,
primarily Japan.
At about the same time, Shen Bochen’s (1889-1920) weekly manhua magazine Shanghai
Puck (also known as Bochen huaji huabao), emerged as the earliest Chinese manhua magazine. A
bilingual (Chinese and English) manhua magazine with skillful design, it had been founded in
Shanghai in 1918, a year before the May Fourth movement. Along with contributions from several
authors, Shen painted and wrote a large number of the manhua as well as articles for his magazine.
Most of his work directly revealed issues of domestic corruption and attacked Japan’s unprovoked
movement in China; it naturally included the issue of Japan’s pillaging behavior and its intentions
toward China and the Shandong peninsula. Shanghai Puck was not a long-term publication since
Shen suddenly passed away after publishing only four issues of the magazine. However, even with
only four issues published, Shanghai Puck exerted an important influence on Shanghai manhua
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society with its sharp critiques of the government and of colonial powers. While combining
English and Chinese on the same page, Shen started the practice of using a horizontal method of
composing Chinese titles while other Chinese print media still followed a vertical composition
style. Although contemporary mainland China still mainly uses vertical composition for print,
Shen was quite innovative back in his time. Even though the title Bochen huaji huabao includes
the world “huaji”, which could refer to humor or funniness in Chinese, most of the work in his
magazine turns out to be serious critiques. The first issue was mainly about domestic affairs, but
one work called the Asiatic Monroe Doctrine (see figure 2.4) obviously pointed out Japan’s
colonialism and its ambitions in Asia. In this image the male character wearing a traditional
Japanese costume over a giant, ball-like body walks with his thin ankles in front of a background
of Mt. Fuji. This suggests Japan is already burdened too much; the Chinese title “Rizhong zeze
fuman zelie” means “the sun starting to sink after reaching its peak, and that one’s belly is going
to burst from eating too much.” After annexing Korea and taking over Taiwan, Japan had started
to take over the German colony in Qingdao during the WWI after 1914. According to a file from
Qingdao City Info Net,
[F]rom 1914, Japan sent its Imperial Army and took over Qingdao’s customs operations.
When Japan opened Qingdao’s border to Japanese citizens on December 28, 1914, the
number of Japanese residents in Qingdao rose from 312 in 1914 to 4000 in 1924 and
then surged to 19,260 in 1928. Finally, this number had reached 24,132 when the Chinese
government took Qingdao back in December 1932 (Qingdao City Info Net p. 1).
Shen took Qingdao as a serious issue; he then released two manhua in the 4th issue of his
magazine. One is “The Question of Tsingtoa [sic]” (Qingdao) with an article on the “issue of
Qingdao’s return.” Another work entitled “Qingdao’s current situation,” includes a map of
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Qingdao with an article in Chinese showing that Japan would like to only partially return Qingdao,
but keep the most prosperous locations while returning just the empty old German colony (Shen
vol. 1 no. 4 p. 8). This article is well encapsulated in the manhua on the next page, “The Question
of Tsingtoa (Tsingdao),” with a picture of a Japanese samurai returning an empty Tsingtao beer
bottle while drinking its contents from a cup in his other hand (see figure 2.5). The author depicted
Japan as a greedy character with only a surface level façade of civilization. The well-dressed
samurai, in Shen’s painting, cannot conceal his nature as a robber.

Figure 2.4 “Asiatic Monroe Doctrine” (Shanghai puck Vol.1 No.1 p. 7)

Figure 2.5 “The Question of Tsingtoa” (Tsingdao) (Shanghai Puck Vol.1 No.4 p. 9)
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Figure 2.6 “Rice, rice everywhere, There’s not a grain to eat” (Shanghai Puck Vol.1 No.2 Cover)

Shen’s strategy expressed in anti-Japan manhua did not only illustrate Japan as an
aggressive character, but also revealed ordinary Japanese citizens’ lives under the ruling militaristic
government. A painting from the cover of issue No.2 (see figure 2.6), “Rice, rice everywhere,
there’s not a grain to eat” shows that Japanese individuals were suffering from the costs of their
government’s military expansion into China which resulted in a poor economy and led to starvation.
In a Japanese tatami style room, all food containers everywhere are empty, but an old Japanese
male firmly holds onto a file of “creditor rights in the expansion policy in China.” Beside this
arrogant looking old male, a little one is tugging on his loosened sleeve. While both tears and drool
stain her grieved face, one finger of her other hand is pointing at a neighboring house, flying a flag
of the Chinese government (Beiyang regime). Smoke pours from the kitchen chimney and the
smell of rice wafts from an opened window.
The old arrogant looking male depicts the patriarchal military government, and the girl
represents regular Japanese individuals. This manhua illustrated how the Japanese military was
ignoring their miserable starving people and the poor domestic economic situation while
expanding their territory by premeditatedly robbing their neighbour (China) to solve issues caused
by military invasion. As a pioneer, Shen’s Shanghai Puck later influenced many patriotic manhua
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publications during the Fifteen-Year War.

Figure 2.7 ‘ShanDong・Qingdao’ 1919 (Sheng’s Shen Bochen and Shanghai Puck p. 74)

In Sheng Suqun’s introduction of Shen Bochen’s life story, it is revealed that although Shen
was a valetudinarian in his youth, he was a fan of painting from life. In 1915 he went to the tops
of two mountains, one south and the other north of Hangzhou. On one he accidently fell from a
cliff and broke several bones, which left him with chronic disease for the rest of his life. In
December, 1918, Shanghai Puck released its last issue because of “Shenbo Chen’s old disease’s
recurrence” according to his brother Shen Xueren (Sheng p. 73, 75). Although Shanghai Puck
stopped publication after only releasing four issues, Shen had already done plenty of work creating
a broad sample of patriotic manhua revealing himself as an artist with avant-garde creations in a
new style of critical manhua. He did not stop his creation after Shanghai Puck; with his enthusiasm
for the May Fourth movement, he continued his manhua in other publications for a short time.
Continuing with his attention to the issue of Qingdao, he published ShanDong●Qingdao in 1919.
A manhua of a human skull with the mark of the sun on the forehead referred to the hegemony of
Imperial Japan that would shortly become extinct. In the skull’s mouth two balls painted as
“Shandong” and “Qingdao” are lodged; under the big skull, there are several people who seem to
be using all their strength to drag the balls out of the skull’s mouth. This manhua illustrated the
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Chinese people’s determination to take Qingdao back through their own efforts and the fragility of
Japan’s militarism.
Soon after this publication, Shen died from a pulmonary disease on March 7, 1920 (Sheng
p. 73). Following his demise, his manhua style and concepts were continued by his successors in
1930’s Shanghai and in wartime China in such manhua magazines as Modern Sketch and
Resistance Manhua/ National Salvation Manhua. In a consideration of Shen’s concepts and the
style of his manhua, I-Wei Wu pointed out some of Shen’s work is transplanted from similar
foreign caricature; in I-Wei Wu’s work a listing of illustrations from both Shanghai Puck and other
pictorial magazines clearly indicates that Shanghai Puck was imitating magazines such as London
Puck, Punch, Punch Almanack, American Puck, and Tokyo Puck (Wu pp. 370-376, 384-385).
However, Shen excelled especially in his Asiatic Monroe Doctrine, a great parody of the caricature
previously mentioned, The Question of Tsingtoa. Mocking a Japanese magazine’s (Tokyo Puck’s)
sarcasm toward Pan-Americanism to criticize Japan’s colonialism in Asia was truly a brilliant idea
from this brutally satirical manhua artist.

Figure 2.8 “Pan-American Trust”. Tokyo Puck, 15 October 1906
(I-Wei Wu ‘‘Shanghai Puck’ and Shen Bochen” p. 385).

Shen’s Shanghai Puck not only presented an example for Chinese artists, but as I-Weu Wu
commented,
Shanghai Puck’s attempt to advocate for China’s participation and acceptance in global
affairs is of great significance…. [T]he Chinese, instead of assuming the role of weak
victims, presented themselves as forward-thinking participants in a global
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imaginaire…by taking up the template of the satirical cartoon magazine, thus addressing
the asymmetries that came with China’s semi-colonial status and attempted to not only
bring the world to China but to present China to the world as well (Wu p. 387).
The Successors: The Establishment of Manhua Hui, the Magazines Shanghai Sketch and
Modern Sketch and Then Wartime Manhua
After Shen passed away, there was a gap in the publication of magazines containing AntiJapan manhua, although magazines attacking domestic corruption were not rare. There were not
many anti-Japan manhua in magazines akin to Shen’s Shanghai Puck. However, a consideration
of the Zhang Brothers and Ye Qianyu (1907-1995) does reveal some significant activity. The Zhang
Brothers consortium included Zhang Guangyu (1900-1965), Cao Hanmei (1902-1975), and Zhang
Zhengyu (1904-1976). Ye Qianyu, a famous manhua artist in 1930s Shanghai, joined Zhang
Guangyu’s team and provided his work for Sanri huabao (China Camera News), for Shanghai
Manhua (Shanghai Sketch), and then became the editor of Shidai huabao (Modern Miscellany).
Later, after the Marco Polo Bridge incident in 1937, Ye became the leader of the Jiuwang manhua
xuanchuandui (National Salvation Manhua Propaganda Team, here after abbreviated as NSMPT)
(Mori p. 11). What follows below will focus on the events involving the NSMPT and especially
that team’s own magazine, National Salvation Manhua, which later continued as Resistance
Manhua.
In August 1925, Zhang Guangyu published the first issue of China Camera News; Zhang
simultaneously held different positions with this magazine: editor, writer, journalist, and manhua
artist. The writers and manhua providers also included Ding Song, Huang Wennong, Lu Shaofei,
Zhang Zhenyu, Hu Boxiang, Gu Kenfu, Liu Huogong and others. With Zhang Guangyu’s previous
editorial experience and his wide social connections, he frequently received rare picture files from
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his friends in all walks of life. As a tabloid, the contents of China Camera News included photos
of famous film stars, news, articles about theatrical presentations, and artistic photographs
(portraits and landscapes). However, the most prominent feature in every issue of this magazine
was manhua illustrating political issues; most of the satire was anti-western and anti-imperialistic
or depicted fights among Chinese warlords (Tang Wei and Huang Dagang pp. 63-64). Following
the establishment of China Camera News, contributions of manhua and pictures came one after
another. On one occasion, Zhang Guangyu received a manhua, “Shanghairen de yanfu” (Feast for
the eyes of Shanghai citizens, see figure 2.9) signed by Ye Qianyu. It criticized social reality and
sympathized with affronted females. Zhang, impressed by Ye’s skill, soon published Ye’s work and
made an appointment to meet him in Zhang’s office (Tang Wei and Huang Dagang pp. 67-68).

Figure 2.9 Ye Qianyu，“Feast for the eyes of Shanghai citizens” 1926
（China Camera News issue 80）

After a meeting with Zhang Guangyu and Zhang Zhengyu in the office of China Camera
News, Ye was encouraged by Zhang Guangyu to continue contributions of his manhua. Soon after,
as a young, 18-year-old artist, he became known to some famous manhua artists such as Huang
Wennong, Wang Dunqing, Lu Shaofei, and others. After trying a few unstable jobs in Shanghai,
Ye was hired by Zhang Zhengyu to work for China Camera News; during this experiment, Ye
gained knowledge of how to edit a pictorial magazine (Ye Qianyu p. 18, 20).
After switching to work for the Nationalist Party’s (hereafter KMT) Naval Political
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Department in Shanghai and the Naval Propaganda Department in Fuzhou, Ye lost his job when
the Naval Political Department was dissolved by Chang Kai-shek. After returning to Shanghai in
late 1927, Ye with Huang Wennong and Wang Dunqing tried to publish their own pictorial
magazine, Shanghai Sketch. However, they failed to release their work because of a dealer’s
rejection since they kept half of the page space blank by devoting all their efforts and budget to
color painting. Nonetheless, the unborn Shanghai Sketch was noticed by Zhang Guangyu, who at
the time had already stopped publication of China Camera News. Zhang Guangyu suggested using
colored pictures and monochrome photos along with articles to create a new version of Shanghai
Sketch. With Zhang’s leadership, they established Chinese Fine Arts Publishing House, with Zhang
Guangyu, Zhang Zhengyu, and Ye Qainyu’s working together; this magazine lasted for three years
(Ye p. 18, 20, 22-27).
Three years duration and 110 issues were an impressive accomplishment for a magazine in
Shanghai at that time. Well-designed covers, news of films and stars, and Ye’s long lasting
serialized manhua, Mr. Wang, all contributed to the magazine’s success. Compared with Shen’s
Shanghai Puck, it achieved business success but lacked political satires; within a plethora of news
and celebrity photos, there was only a limited selection of politically satirical manhua.
Nevertheless, there were still several manhua which revealed the history of China’s international
conflicts. One such is the cover page of issue 55, “Huiche” (Retracement, see figure 3.1). This
page features a huge portrait of a Japanese soldier with a blood-stained bayonet surmounting the
rifle on his shoulder. Blood soaks the ground, his clogs and also his mouth. This referenced Japan’s
role in the Jinan massacre in May 1928. Under the pressure of international public opinions, Japan
finally retracted its army from Jinan in March 1929. In 2016, I witnessed that the Yasukuni Shrine
still displays video propaganda to justify Japan’s action to protect Japanese residences in Jinan
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without any mention of the Jinan massacre. Ye’s work records for history the Japanese army’s
atrocities at that time.

Figure 3.1 “Retracement” 1929. (Shanghai Sketch Issue 55 Cover page)

Before ending the story of Shanghai Sketch, it is necessary to consider the establishment,
in 1927, of the manhua society in Shanghai. Bi mentioned regular events of the manhua society
including observing manhua works, discussing issues in manhua creation, and releasing a series
of books. The most important result was the publication of Shanghai Sketch in the spring of 1928
(Bi p. 83). The early members included Ding Song, Zhang Guangyu, Huang Wennong, Wang
Dunqing, Lu Shaofei, Ye Qianyu, Zhang Zhengyu, and Hu Xuguang. Ding Song was the oldest
and Zhang Guangyu was always looking after other manhua artists; they become the center of the
Manhua Society (Tang Wei and Huang Dagang p. 82). The Manhua Society united Shanghai’s
manhua artists and those early members became activated anti-war manhua artists during the antiJapanese war period.

Shanghai Sketch was dissolved in 1929 after the Brothers Zhang, Guangyu and Zhengyu,
were induced by a Singaporean bookdealer to create a pictorial magazine to compete with the
popular pictorial magazine Liangyou (The Young Companion). Therefore, together with Shanghai
Sketch, the Chinese Fine Arts Publishing House was also closed. Subsequently, Zhang Zhengyu
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established the Shidai Press, and at about the same time, Modern Miscellany started publication.
After a few months, the Shidai Book Company was established with Zhang Guangyu as general
manager and Zhang Zhanegyu and Cao Hanmei as deputy general managers. At the same time Ye
Qianyu became the chef editor of Modern Miscellany (Ye Qianyu pp. 34-37). Although Ye still
continued his serial manhua, Mr. Wang, in Modern Miscellany, it was not a purely manhua
magazine like Shanghai Sketch. After a few years, in 1934, Zhang Guangyu quit his well-paid job
with The British American Tobacco company and returned to the Shidai Book Company to
continue preparations, with Lu Shaofei, for the publication of Modern Sketch. In the spring, Lu
Shaofei hosted manhua artists at a dinner party and announced the upcoming publication of
Modern Sketch (Xuan p. 52).
The launching of Modern Sketch was a prominent act for the whole Chinese manhua society.
It took manhua from all over China, including that of several amateur creators, to become a center
of Chinese manhua artistry. It offered a venue for communication greater than that previously
provided for a small circle of Shanghai artists by Shanghai Sketch. Compared with Shanghai
Sketch, Modern Sketch had more works illustrating Japan’s invasion of China. Zhang Guangyu
designed the cover of its first issue. A Don Quixote-style knight, his body built from the essential
tools of manhua, an ink bottle as body and a pen as a spear, revealed the fighting spirit of Modern
Sketch.

Figure 3.3 The cover of the first issue of Modern Sketch
Zhang Guangyu 1934.
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In subsequent issues from 1935, more and more manhua artists started to depict Japan’s invasion
with manhua works. For instance in Lu Shaofei’s work for issue 13, Wusuobuyongqiji de
huanxiang (The extreme fantasy, see figure 3.4), he depicted the 31st Japanese Prime Minister,
Okada Keisuke, as a brutal militarist with a knife collection that had pierced several international
treaties. In one hand, he was busy wielding a sword furiously cutting the earth into eastern and
western hemispheres. According to the caption “The turmoil year of 1935 has already started,”
Okada had been a top admiral in the Imperial Japanese Navy, and as presented in Lu’s illustration,
he apparently was not suited to his current work. He was busily involved in a realm he was not
familiar with, and was creating a huge mess for both the world and Japan itself.

Figure 3.4 “The Extreme Fantasy” on Modern Sketch issue 13
1935. Lu Shaofei

Lu Shaofei was a familiar name among the Shanghai manhua artists, but there were also
many new names from different parts of China who contributed to the Modern Sketch. According
to issue 35 information “Shidai manhua zhibizhe de tongxinwang” (The Network of Modern
Sketch’s contributors, see figure 3.5), artists included 311 individuals from nineteen provinces and
three other countries/regions (Japan, The Philippines and the South Sea Islands). Those
contributors, from various different occupations, were mostly business-related individuals and
students. Hence, Modern Sketch successfully organized both domestic and overseas manhua artists
so that they were able to express their ideas to mainland and overseas Chinese readers.
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As a progressive manhua magazine, Modern Sketch created a huge network, with a
professional manhua team, that laid a firm foundation for later moments of manhua-based
resistance.

Figure 3.5 The Network of Modern Sketch’ s Contributors Modern Sketch Issue 35 1937.

The Total War Breaks Out: the Marco Polo Bridge Incident and the National Salvation
Manhua Propaganda Team’s Diaspora
On the night of July 7th, 1937, at the north end of the Marco Polo Bridge, a Japanese
squadron used the sounds of few gun shots as an excuse to attack the Chinese army.
This was the beginning of the Marco Polo Incident. Openly stimulating the Chinese
army by conducting military exercises at night and the use of an unknown gunner as an
excuse, the Japanese who launched the military operation are offenders beyond a doubt
(Ishijima Noriyuki p. 41).
The Marco Polo Bridge incident triggered total war between China and Japan; the war soon
expanded from northern China to southern China. Soon in August 1937, Shanghai become a battle
ground.
Before the eruption of total war, Shanghai manhua artists had held a nationwide manhua
exhibition: The First National Manhua Exhibition. In the summer of 1936, there had been 27
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members in the National Manhua Exhibition Preparatory Committee. Lu Shaofei, Ye Qianyu,
Zhang Guangyu and Zhang Zhengyu were on the list; Ye Qianyu was in the charge of soliciting
contributions; Lu Shaofei and Zhang Zhengyu took part in the publicity. Advertisements inviting
contributions were published in both Modern Sketch and Shanghai Puck. Although the committee
announced that the concept and skills would be of a free style, most of the works reflected social
life, condemned the Japanese invasion, urged resistance against Japan and stressed saving the
country. The exhibition in Shanghai originally was scheduled for five days, but since visitors
formed an endless stream, the exhibition was extended to three weeks. Then the exhibition was
scheduled to go to Nanjing, then Suzhou in January 1937, and to Hangzhou in June. During one
later manhua exhibit in Guangxi, all the works were reduced to ashes after a Japanese air raid
(Mori Tetsuro pp. 9-10).
The first national manhua exhibition was almost like a forecast of the beginning of the
national anti-Japan manhua movement. The timing was just before the eruption of total war, and
Shanghai manhua magazines such as Modern Sketch had by that time already built a nationwide
network of manhua artists. Therefore, the subsequent anti-Japan/resistance manhua movement
emerged with all the essential elements of the Shanghai manhua communities’ accumulation and
wielded wide influence across the nation.
In the spring of 1937, authors who contributed to The First National Manhua Exhibition
as basic members of the Zhonghua quanguo manhua zuojia xiehui (National Manhua Artist
Association) were established in Shanghai. In July, based on the National Manhua Artist
Association, they established the Manhuajie jiuwang xiehui (Shanghai National Salvation
Association, hereafter SNSA) with Lu Shaofei, Huang Miaozi, Ye Qianyu, Zhang Leping, Zhang
Guangyu and other artists, overall a total of fifteen members.
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The Wartime Working Outline of the association stipulated the SNSA’s mission as:
A. Contribute to local newspapers
B. Produce giant propaganda posters and display them in important locations.
C. Hold anti-enemy manhua exhibitions.
D. Hold resistance manhua parades.
On the 20th of September, the SNSA founded its own publication Jiuwang manhua
(National Salvation Manhua). It published 12 issues, until Shanghai was occupied by Japan (Meng
Guoxiang p. 333). Kangzhan manhua (Resistance Manhua, a continued or renamed version of the
National Salvation Manhua, was published after NSMPT retreated to Wuhan) was the most
influential anti-Japan publication at the beginning of total war between China and Japan; manhua
artists from different regions joined the SNSA’s NSMPT manhua propaganda team. While
publishing the anti-Japan publication, the NSMPT also sent manhua teams to various locations to
promote resistance/ national salvation propaganda with their manhua. With the continuation of war,
NSMPT members had to move their base several times since the Japanese were occupying more
and more important cities in China. Resistance Manhua was published every five days, for a total
of eleven issues until NSMPT had to retreat from Shanghai when the city was captured by Japanese
forces on November 12th, 1937. The last issue had been released two days before that date
(CNBKSY database).
While the NSMPT withdrew to Nanjing after Shanghai’s capture, along the way the
retreating NSMPT members observed trains being bombed by the Japanese air force; houses were
also bombed into broken rubble and debris spread everywhere. After witnessing such miserable
events, all NSMPT members were aflame with indignation. On the way to Nanjing, in a town
called Zhenjiang, the NSMPT encountered an anti-Japan drama team. They co-held street
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propaganda events which received a positive response. On the arrival day at Nanjing, without any
rest, based on what they had witnessed, the NSMPT members started to paint depictions of
Japanese army atrocities, on dozens of huge fabric banners to be displayed in a street exhibition
the next morning. The dedication message for the exhibition was as follows:
Anti-Japanese war and national salvation is a kind of sublime work and a bounden
duty for all Chinese citizens. Fighting for National independence and its perpetuation,
to keep justice and solemnity that lasts for thousands of years for an ancient state in
the East, we are enduring all hardships and continue our work to awaken the people,
to activate all strengths, to contribute to national salvation. We are the authors of the
manhua; our manifestation is color and lines. Please come to see our paintings. These
are the embodiment of our work. (Mori p. 13)
The exhibition was unexpectedly successful and had more than 20,000 visitors in a day;
however, some criticism soon emerged. A critique from the local Nanjing zhaobao newspaper
opined, “some works contain profound meanings, but they were hard to comprehend by the less
educated citizens; manhua should be made more popularized and easier to understand” (quoted in
Mori, p. 13). This critique stressed the necessity of making manhua easily understood by the
masses, and this concept was reflected and confirmed in later exhibitions. Since the Japanese army
was approaching Nanjing in October 1937, the NSMPT started retreating to Wuhan. (Mori pp. 1214).
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Figure 3.6 A cover page of National Salvation Manhua, issue 2, 1937. (CNBKSY database)

From Shen’s bilingual Shanghai Puck to Lu Shaofei’s Shanghai Sketch, manhua was not a
nationally popular medium since some of its obscure contents were more likely designed for
Shanghai’s intellectual class. From the start of the resistance manhua movement, manhua artists
began to put more effort into visual design to convey more direct, simple messages to audiences.
With iconic graphics and events set in various cities, the resistance manhua movement also
extended its dissemination and reached wider audiences from all ages and classes by conducting
street events and other public exhibitions. Therefore, the resistance manhua movement could also
be seen as an influence that altered Chinese manhua, making it a more popular medium, and
spreading the concept of manhua while disseminating anti-Japan contents.
Before their departure from Shanghai, the NSMPT had received some subsidies from other
salvation organizations which provided them minimal funds for their living costs and for
expenditures on other activities. Upon arrival at Nanjing, NSMPT leader Ye Qianyu used his own
house as the base for their team. Without proper beds, all the members slept on the floor. Ye,
seeking financial support, visited the Nationalist Party (the KMT) central propaganda department
to meet their head officer, Shao Lizi. After Shao declined support, Ye was not down-hearted; he
then found support from the KMT’s branch in Nanjing City through his personal relations. The
KMT Nanjing branch offered NSMPT members a studio and provided catering services. After an
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exhibition in Zhenjiang, Chang Kai-shek’s military commission’s political training department
sent an officer to encourage Ye and his team to join their art propaganda department since their
own art team were not competent for the huge mission of an anti-Japan movement. After discussion,
the NSMPT decided to accept the offer. As an independent unit, the NSMPT received 300 yuan
per month from the political training department, and worked under instruction from the
department. At the beginning of November, under orders from the political training department,
NSMPT members retreated to Wuhan by ferry along the Changjiang River. Within a month, as
their contribution, Ye and his fellow team members finished a set of more than 20 colored
propaganda posters, and then displayed those posters on the streets of Wuhan. Meanwhile, after
they realised that Wuhan had good printing facilities, they thought to produce a manhua periodical
to fill the publishing vacancy. The Shanghai Magazine Company had also moved to Wuhan to
reopen their business; after negotiation between the NSMPT and the Shanghai Magazine Company,
Ye Qianyu and Xuan Wenjie were assigned to arrange a new manhua publication. After two days
and nights of work, a semimonthly manhua publication Resistance Manhua was released in Wuhan.
Until the NSMPT retreat from Wuhan, until October 1938, Resistance Manhua released 12 issues
(Ye pp. 103-106, 109-111).

Figure 3. 7 Cover art of Resistance Manhua issue 1, 1938.
Cited from John, A.Crespi. Manhua Modernity Chinese Culture and the Pictorial Turn p. 69.
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Since Resistance Manhua was established by the same members, it can be seen as a
continuation or a renamed version of National Salvation Manhua. Wuhan had bulk stocks of paper,
and provided a chance for the NSMPT to gather patriotic manhua artists together to continue their
resistance propaganda mission. As Bi Keguan pointed out, “Resistance Manhua was the only
national wide art publication in the beginning stage of the total resistance against Japanese
aggression” (p. 272). The NSMPT, with its leader Ye Qian’s wide social connections, widely
kindled Chinese people’s awareness of the Japanese invasion, and made manhua a good
expenditure for national salvation propaganda. Unlike its Japanese counterpart, the Nippon Kyōiku
Kamishibai Kyōkai, NSMPT members had to move to various cities during the progress of warfare.
They were forced to endure financial and material shortages while completing their mission. From
Anti-Japanese war historian Meng Guoxiang’s previous research, it is evident that after May 27,
1938, the NSMPT was included into the KMT’s Third Bureau of the Military Affairs
Commission’s Political Affairs Department. After Wuhan, the NSMPT members then retreated to
Changsha, then Guilin, and finally settled in Chongqing in 1940. However, the NSMPT
experienced financial hardship after their head officer, Guo Moruo, was ostracised. Despite this
financial hardship, NSMPT members still insisted on holding manhua exhibitions. After the Fourth
Army Incident occurred in 1941, the NSMPT could not continue their work and finally announced
their dissolution (Meng p. 339, 340). Resistance Manhua did not end with issue 11. From Te Wei’s
reminiscence for Shen Jianzhong’s Selected Works of Resistance Manhua, Te Wei, Xuan Wenjie,
Xi Yuqun and other artists resumed publication of Resistance Manhua in Chongqing for another 3
issues (Meng p. 2, 3).
NSMPT’s contribution to both National Salvation Manhua and Resistance Manhua was
important as an educational medium for people who were living in the KMT occupied region but
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who had not yet been drawn into the warfare. For them, the two publications provided insight into
the brutal or grotesque characteristics of Japanese soldiers and their atrocities. Beyond these two
publications, the NSMPT produced other works of street propaganda in major cities. In addition
to propaganda to awaken Chinese nationals’ will of resistance, the NSMPT also created manhua
posters urging the enemy to surrender. Such bilingual posters, made by Lu Shaofei, with Japanese
language components, both encouraged Japanese soldiers to rebel against their overlords and
assured their safety, promising both medical and translation services. Those posters sought to
distinguish Japanese soldiers from their true enemies by stressing the common flesh of all humans.

Figure 3.8 Poster to convert Japanese soldiers, Lu shaofei.
From Bi Keguan Zhongguo Manhua Shihua p. 285.

Although NSMPT was dissolved, its members continued their work to produce anti-Japan
manhua in different regions of China. According to Xu Zhihao’s summary of wartime art
publications in Chongqing, there were eleven series published there between 1938 and 1945. Most
of those publications mainly focused on anti-Japan contents, especially manhua and xylographs
(wood cuts) (pp. 93-97). Patriotic manhua artists were spread all over the unconquered territories,
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from Chongqing to Xinjiang. In addition to KMT controlled areas, according to Xie Yiyang’s
report, in regions under Communist Party control there also were similar artist groups. However,
they were primarily focused on producing xylograph works. The xylograph Group of Luxun Art
College in Yanan would exemplify such groups. (pp. 160-167).
With their manhua, Shen Bochen, Ye Qianyu, the Zhang Brothers, Lu Shaofei, Xuan
Wenjie, and many other NSMPT members devoted much of their lives in contribution to the cause
of anti-Japanese propaganda. It is reasonable to assert that anti-Japanese propaganda works started
some time before the Second Sino-Japanese war. Shanghai manhua artists with their sharp
observations and wide sources of information expressed the necessity to unite people from all over
China and, by using manhua propaganda, awaken their will to resist. Significantly, the depictions
of Japanese were not all negative images; manhua artists strove to separate the Japanese military
leaders from the people. They urged Japanese people to join the lines of resistance to the war
mongers and to deny Japan as a nation. Through their creative actions NSMPT members
contributed to wartime China’s visual propaganda movement. Although the term propaganda as a
word conveys many negative connotations today, the NSMPT’s creations would more likely be
presented as positive propaganda works because they were created in resistance to Japanese
invasion. As a popular visual medium, manhua was once, for profitmaking purposes, full of
indecent and erotic work. However, once the war started in the China, manhua soon proved it also
had the critical political capability to mobilize all classes of Chinese citizens. Further analysis of
the wartime propaganda role of manhua along with that of wartime kamishibai will be conducted
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3: Propaganda Kamishibai and Resistance Manhua: A Comparative
Analysis
This chapter begins with a summary of a propaganda kamishibai play from 1941, Susume
hi no maru (Onward, rising sun flag; for full translation, see Appendix 1), and then transitions to
an analysis of the visual and narrative strategies for depicting “friend” and “enemy” in the play.
Then I provide examples of a number of resistance manhua and analyze the same strategies, before
moving on to a comparison of wartime kamishibai and manhua.

Onward, Rising Sun Flag: Japanese Girl, Chinese Boy and China War

Figure 3.9 Panel 1 of Onward, Rising Sun Flag. Koyano Hanji April1941.

Under a clear sky, the full height of Mt. Fuji appears through a gap between other mountains.
In an elementary school in Shizuoka City, lunch is just over and it’s time for afternoon
classes.
It’s almost winter, but the sports ground shines in the afternoon sunlight, as a vigorous
voice sounds through a window. “Excuse me!” A reservist, Murakami, walked into the elementary
school, and encountered an assistant teacher. “My name is Murakami Hanatarō; I came from
Nagoya. May I have a chance to meet the principal?” “Of course, please wait a moment,” said the
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assistant teacher. Murakami then met with the school principal and made a request to meet a thirdgrade girl, Yamazaki Fusako. The principal was confused by the request until Murakami revealed
that he wanted to show his gratitude to Yamazaki. When Yamazaki came to the principal’s office,
Murakami immediately greeted her with, “Are you Yamazaki Fusako? I am Murakami Hanatarō.
I received mail from you while I was on the battlefield.”
As Murakami started to narrate his story, the scene turned to the last part of the previous
term’s calligraphy class. The teacher suggested writing a kakizome since the New Year was quite
close. (Kakizome is a Japanese custom, wherein a word or a short phrase is written in the traditional
way with ink and a brush to mark the New Year) “Wow, we are going to make kakizome; give us
a sample to follow!” A lively atmosphere spread among the students. The teacher displayed a
calligraphy sample to the students and asked them to repeat the phrase, “Onward! Rising Sun.”
The students repeated the phrase. The teacher then asked Yamazaki to reveal what image the phrase
created in her mind. Yamazaki said, “It would be Japanese soldiers and the sound made by their
boots, as the rising sun flag waved and glinted in the air as the troops approached the front.” In
Ishimura’s turn, he linked his thought with a Korean children’s poem which he had learned during
writing class: The rising sun flag, glinting towards the sun. The morning light, descending from
and through the flag.”
Finally, as the New Year approached, Yamazaki wholeheartedly made another kakizome
and hung the two kakizome on the wall to show to her parents and get praise from them. Her father
chose the right hand one as the better written and so did her mother. Yamazaki then went to school
in a delighted mood. On the playground, Yamazaki discussed with her friend about where they
should send their kakizome. After Yamazaki’s friend revealed that she wanted to send one to her
grandfather in Tokyo, Yamazaki instantly had an idea emerge in her mind. “I shall send my
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kakizome to a soldier as a New Year’s card.”
In the next scene we see that the atmosphere of the New Year has also spread across the
battlefields. Soldiers received New Year’s gifts from their squad leaders, and then played balloon
ball. Soldiers’ laughter, full of happiness, rang out here and there. Even on the battlefield, they had
a peaceful New Year. Following this happy atmosphere, in the next scene we are told that a month
had already passed since the New Year. Private first-class Murakami’s unit had settled into garrison
duty, in a tiny village, at the base of a mountain, far from the main force. About that time, with the
temperature lower than minus 40-degrees, enemy vigour should have been sapped. It was hard to
detect any enemy activity. As soldiers’ exhaled breath floated as white clouds, both liquor and soy
sauce froze totally solid.
As Private first-class Murakami was standing sentry duty, in the deepening dusk, a Chinese
teen, Wang, ran suddenly toward to him with the news that Chinese soldiers had already encircled
them. Hidden in the sorghum fields, with their shiny blades and grenades, the Chinese soldiers
with their weapons, had slowly approached the Japanese troops. However, with Wang’s report, the
Japanese army was already well deployed for this battle. “What a long night. It could be the end
of us,” the squad thought as they fought fiercely against a thousand Chinese soldiers, 10 times their
own number. Meanwhile, the Chinese teen Wang gathered and started to burn all the important
files. While the maps, notes and a mountain-like pile of letters smoldered and smoked, the long
night brightened to welcome the dawn. Amid a zooming sound, friendly aircraft air dropped
something to the ground. A black solid package landed in the middle of the battle ground; the
enemy had ceased their gun fire when they noticed the approaching Japanese aircraft. The squad
leader requested soldiers to collect the air dropped package, and Wang voluntarily went to the
middle of the battlefield to retrieve the heavy package. The package was soon opened to reveal its
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contents, a lot of ammunition and a bundle of letters. After the letters were found, soldiers asked
permission from the quad leader to distribute them since letters from their hometowns would
significantly enhance their strength. The squad leader was convinced by the soldiers, and ordered
Wang to distribute the letters while he called the roll. When Murakami’s turn came, he opened the
envelope and then shouted out, “Wow, it is a kakizome! Kakizome! A kid from our homeland, a
child from Shizuoka, wrote this ‘Onward! Rising Sun flag’!” One fellow soldier also spoke, “What?
‘Onward! Rising Sun flag’!” Fellow soldiers gasped in surprise then remained silent as if
something were stuck in their chests. At that time, an ear-bursting order to assault the enemy
sounded. Fellow soldier: “Yes, Murakami, hold the kakizome and lead us into battle.” Murakami:
“Good. rising sun flag, forward and attack!”
Private first-class Murakami held the kakizome firmly in his hand. While holding this paper
with “onward rising sun flag” on it, new strength coursed through his body. Just at that moment in
time, as the sky shone yellow in the morning glow from the far-east, six heavy Japanese bombers
appeared with the sun glistening on their sliver wings. At once the enemy was running away helterskelter in all directions. At noon on that same day, the Japanese flag fluttered at the top of OO
Mountain.
Squad leader: “I appreciate your efforts. Nevertheless, the reason we could completely
wipe out our enemy depended on this kakizome. ‘Onward, rising sun flag’ is the idea that inspired
our army. Those are the words that gave us strength.
“Private first-class Murakami stood erect after finishing his story. The Japanese flag in the
schoolyard was visible through the window. Yamazaki, the attendant teacher, and the school
principal all looked upwards to the fluttering, glittering Japanese rising sun flag.”
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Defining the Enemy in Visual Persuasion
Defining an image of the “enemy” on a mass scale is a psychological pre-requisite for
modern warfare, as argued by Robert W. Rieber and Robert J. Kelly (p. 4). Onward, Rising Sun
Flag (Susume hinomaru 進め日の丸 ) was a kamishibai work chosen by NKKK in a script
competition. The author was an amateur scriptwriter Asaba Yoshio and professional kamishibai
illustrator Koyano Hanji did the illustrations. This work was published in April 1941, during the
course of total war with China but before the announcement of the Pacific War. The work
functioned to convey a general message about the battleground situation in China, and how
Chinese locals collaborated with Japanese forces. To justify the efforts that Imperial Japan exerted
in China, the Chinese army had to be portrayed as a villain, estranged from Chinese locals, such
as the Chinese teen Wang. With both side’s cooperating—the Japanese soldiers and “good”
Chinese locals—the victory would belong to both Japanese and Chinese citizens.
At the same time, the content also allowed this kamishibai to become good propaganda
material in the areas of China captured by the Japanese army. It functioned similarly to the
previously mentioned NKKK report of young Chinese women who died as martyrs at the hands
of the Chinese Army while they performed kamishibai in Japanese captured Chinese territory.
Even though it is a difficult task to recover the background story of wartime kamishibai, due to a
lack of information, the NKKK’s magazine Kyōiku kamishibai provides some information about
Onward, Rising Sun Flag. The story at first glance looks like creative writing, but in issue 6 of
volume 3 (dated June 1st, 1940), Kyōiku kamishibai released a picture of “the protagonist and the
teacher in the Onward, Rising Sun Flag” story (p. 2), suggesting that the story was based on real
events.
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Figure 4.1 “The protagonist and teacher of Onward, Rising Sun Flag”, Kyōiku kamishibai Vol 2, p. 326

Driven by increased curiosity from readers of Kyōiku kamishibai, the journal then officially replied
in the “Reader’s Order Book” column in issue 11 of volume 5 (released in November 1942). It
openly revealed the real names of protagonists Murakami and Yamazaki as Hasegawa and
Fukasawa. It also revealed the name of the elementary school that Fukasawa was attending (p. 68).
This story involving an elementary school student and a soldier was perhaps not an accident
according to elementary school textbooks of that era. Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney informs us that in
the national language books which were used from 1933 to 1940 “the textbooks are full of symbols
of cultural, political and even military nationalism. For example, volume 1 presents cultural
nationalism: cherry blossoms, the rising sun, Mt. Fuji, political nationalism: the rising sun flag,
‘hail’ to the flag, the ‘peach boy’ and militarism: toy soldiers, a battleship, a fighter plane…” (p.
128, 129). It is not hard to match the similar symbolic elements of the kamishibai Onward, Rising
Sun Flag with those found in the national language book used by Fusakawa as a student. The rising
sun, Mt. Fuji, the rising sun flag, soldiers, and aircraft—all those elements presented an
environment wherein an elementary school student, like Fusakawa, could embrace cultural and
political nationalist symbols and then send a kakizome with the words “Onward, rising sun flag”
to soldier Hasegawa. It is difficult to establish how much of the story was the truth as observed by
the author, Asaba, but a common cognisance of national identity existed between an elementary
student in Japan and a soldier on the battle field in China. More than the bond between different
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Japanese citizens, Onward, Rising Sun Flag also illustrated that a bond could exist between
Chinese individuals and the Japanese army. A Chinese teen, Wang, to protect his village,
voluntarily helped Japanese invaders to defend themselves from an attack by the Chinese army.
This revealed Wang, as a Japanese collaborator, lacked a sense of national identity; he would
prioritize his home village rather than an imagined nation.
Visual persuasion plays an important role in wartime kamishibai; Onward, Rising Sun Flag
depicts Japanese soldiers and Chinese soldiers in different ways to illustrate the legitimacy of the
Japanese army’s capture of a Chinese village and their friendly attitude towards local individuals.
For instance, Japanese soldiers on the battlefield are presented against a bright background of an
azure-blue colored sky. The entirety of illustration 10 of Onward, Rising Sun Flag was illustrated
in a light tone; soldiers’ faces were drawn in soft lines with delighted smiles on their appealing
facial features. In contrast, Chinese soldiers briefly showed up in illustration 14, but unlike
Japanese soldiers who always appeared standing on open ground, those Chinese soldiers hid
themselves in a reedy swamp. The whole picture was also illustrated in dark tones, clouds behind
the Chinese soldiers, and their faces are all shadowed. It featured armed Chinese soldiers with
rough and twisted facial features, a depiction that brutalised them as despicable individuals
planning a sneak attack. According to Sam Keen, “In all propaganda, the face of the enemy is
designed to provide a focus for our hatred” (p. 18). In this kamishibai, Chinese soldiers were
depicted as uncivilized others, with shadowed faces, background clouds and their rough facial
features.
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Figure 4.2 Panel 10 of Onward, Rising Sun Flag,detail. Koyano Hanji April1941.

Figure 4.3 Panel 14 of Onward, Rising Sun Flag, detail. Koyano Hanji April 1941.

Obviously, Onward, Rising Sun Flag is a work that attempted to legitimize the Japanese
army’s actions in China. Irrelevant features such as patriotic elementary school students connecting
with Japanese soldiers and even Japanese soldiers bonding with a local Chinese teen could not
justify why the Japanese army captured Chinese land. The only attempted justification was
dehumanized Chinese soldiers and their plan of a sneak attack. If the strategy of a sneak attack is
depicted as a “despicable” act in this kamishibai, the intention is most likely hate training regarding
Chinese soldiers. In fact, this confirms Sam Keen’s concept that, “…the job of turning civilians
into soldiers involves a liberal use of propaganda and hate training. A variety of dehumanizing
faces is superimposed over the enemy to allow him to be killed without guilt. The problem in
military psychology is how to convert the act of murder into patriotism” (p. 12). A perusal of the
aforementioned NKKK magazine, Kyōiku kamishibai, reveals columns and reports, in chapter one,
indicating that kamishibai were mainly performed for children. However, they were also
performed in factories, on battlegrounds and sometimes in Japanese colonies. Here is an example
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of dehumanization in a play aimed at children, but it is likely that similar techniques were applied
in plays for adults or mixed-age audiences as well in Imperial Japan.
There may be not a large volume of firm persuasive content designed to legitimise Japanese
actions on Chinese land before the Pacific War, but the kamishibai They are enemies! Let’s strike
down America and Britain (see complete translation in Appendix 2) advanced a direct excuse for
Japan’s invasion. In this work, the Japanese soldier was depicted as a masculine figure, a savior of
Asian countries from American and British exploitation. The U.K. Prime Minister Churchill and
the U.S. President Roosevelt were depicted as kichiku, monsters with red and green colored faces
being beaten by the huge fists of a Japanese soldier.

Figure 4.4 Panel 5 of They are enemies! Let’s strike down America and Britain
Kondō Hidezō Dec 1942.

Compared to the soldiers in Onward, Rising Sun Flag, this scene clearly displayed the Japanese
soldier as a symbol of strong Asian leadership, defending weak Asian nations from the capitalist,
colonialist exploitation of America and Britain. However, if Western (mainly represented by
America and Britain) capitalism and colonialism were monsters taking advantage of Asian
countries, had Japan done the job of protecting Asians like a strong brother? Consider China as an
example, historian Ishijima Noriyuki pointed out that,
after the Pacific War broke out, occupied land and colonies become more important to
Japan as military depots for the fight against the allies…but Japanese exploitation of
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resources was not going smoothly since the Japanese army was only controlling points
and lines. Therefore, Japan used dual tactics, both gentle methods and force at the same
time, to extend its control by using conciliation policy to grasp people’s heart in the
occupied area while using force to suppress the anti-Japanese movement” (Ishijima pp.
102-103).
Furthermore, Japan also made efforts to assimilate Chinese youth in the Japanese occupied area.
In schools, where education had previously concentrated on Confucianism and moral
cultivation, Japanese language became a mandatory course; history and geography
textbooks were also tampered with to embellish the Japanese invasion of China. The aim
was to transfuse feudal morality with an assimilation policy by eliminating from Chinese
youth their sense of national pride (Ishijima p. 103).
Hence, the friendly, reliable image of Japanese soldiers was at most a created propaganda image
of Japan’s wartime policy: an iron hand in a velvet glove. The ultimate goal was to assimilate other
nations while exploiting their resources.
Nationalism was an important component of wartime propaganda. In Onward, Rising Sun
Flag, the author’s intent was to educate the audience to become proud of their nation by presenting
portraits of patriotic figure and symbols: Yamazaki, Murakami, the rising sun flag, and Mt. Fuji.
All these factors worked well in the story except for the figure of the Chinese teen, Wang. Wang’s
motivation was not introduced in the story. He did dangerous work for Japanese soldiers for no
obvious reason, and was presented as being naturally close to those Japanese soldiers who were
depicted as individuals with sunny smiles and appealing facial features. Unlike the Chinese
soldiers with dark shadows covering their rough faces, Wang was illustrated as a boy with lightcolored skin and gentle facial features similar to the depiction of the Japanese soldiers.
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Figure 4.5 Wang notifying Japanese soldier about Chinese soldier’s sneak attack
Panel 13 , of Onward, Rising Sun Flag. Koyano Hanji April 1941.

In fact, the Pacific War provided the best excuse for Japanese propaganda as Japan was
fighting for Asians against Western invaders, as depicted by the soldier image in panel 5 of They
are enemies! Let’s strike down America and Britain. A masculine male Japanese soldier with a pair
of strong fists projects a reliable image of Japanese force since he was fighting two demonized
American and British figures. The images from these two kamishibai were shifting from friendly
Japanese to a big brother image under a patriarchal system. However, during the same era, Chinese
manhua artists also worked on visual propaganda to link soldiers with nationalism and with the
people, to raise Chinese citizens’ will to resist.

Figure 4.6 “To recover our lost land！” Zhang Ting Sep 1937.
From Shen Jianzhong’s Resistance Manhua p. 37
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Zhang Ting’s work “Shoufu shitu!” (Recover our lost land! see figure 4.6) was released in
the third issue of National Salvation Manhua. In this work, a giant soldier holds a broad sword in
his right hand and a rifle in his left; beneath him, is the well-known symbolic image of the great
wall. The great wall is an ancient Chinese construction designed to defend China from harassment
by other ethnic nations. The land outside of the great wall, in this manhua, is vast. The sky is
partially covered by dark clouds, but the soldiers’ blade and rifle expel the dark clouds, and one of
the soldier’s feet, planted firmly outside the great wall, reveals a spirit of the resistance rather than
retreat to a safe place. Compared to the KMT’s policy of non-resistance during the Manchurian
Incident in 1931, Zhang’s work reflects a patriotic manhua artist’s strong willingness to raise
people’s will to resist in China.
The great wall has continued to work as a national symbol through the centuries. However,
it is no longer presented as the border of a civilized Han ethnic nation trying to protect itself from
alien ethnic groups behind a huge barrier with countless fortresses. In Zhang’s work, the giant
soldier was designed to inspire readers about the strength of China’s force: with a positive attitude,
they will take the initiative rather than take shelter behind a wall. Such works frequently appeared
in both National Salvation Manhua and Resistance Manhua, to reassure readers that China had
enough confidence to defeat the enemy in the war.
Dehumanization is a common technique used to depict enemies in visual works. Ding Cong
in his work “Wenming de jingang” (“King Kong” in the civilized world, see figure 4.7) illustrated
Japan as a giant gorilla, similar to the giant ape in the American film King Kong. Nonetheless, the
huge creature, attired as a typical Japanese soldier, walks upright above human corpses; however,
it is only wearing the upper part of a Japanese army uniform. Its right hand is gripping a dead body
and a bayonet-equipped rifle in its left hand is stabbed into a human. Behind it, humans are waving
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their fists as they denounce its behavior. The giant creature refers to Japan’s strong army, but the
missing lower uniform part reflects Japan’s behavior and draws people’s derision since the giant
gorilla has destroyed buildings and killed citizens. Those behaviors point out Japan’s brutality
towards Chinese people. The lack of a proper uniform highlights the Japanese army’s atrocities
and depicts its members as some kind of monsters for Chinese people: “The torturous and atrocious
character of the enemy follows as a natural consequence of his barbarism. We cannot expect
subhuman creatures to have the refined sensibilities to play by the rules of civilized war fare”
(Keen p. 54). According to Keen’s definition, Japan as a giant gorilla was not able to deal with a
modern warfare; the gorilla looks like the chief of staff of the Kwantung Army, Tōjō Hideki,
implying that his atrocious aggression towards Chinese people was driven by his animal nature.
His sharp teeth and exposed belly button are very animal-like.
The dehumanization toward Japanese, or famous figures like Tōjō Hideki or Emperor
Hirohito also appeared in U.S. visual propaganda. Tokio Kid posters is a series of posters designed
by American artist Jack Campbell, and later used by the American government to encourage
workers in companies that were involved in essential war production. Historian David Welch has
pointed that the Tokio Kid is allegedly based on Prime Minister Hideki Tōjō (Welch p.184). In one
of the series of these posters, Tōjō was depicted as an devil with incredible huge tusks and pointed
ears(see figure 4.8). Ding’s work revealed Japan’s atrocities for its reader; manhua, an art form
known for its technique to produce humorous works of criticism, took on responsibility for
resistance propaganda during the national calamity.
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Figure 4.7 “King Kong” in civilized world. Ding Cong Oct 1937.
From Shen Jianzhong’s Resistance Manhua p. 58

Figure 4.8 One of the series of Tokio Kid posters 1943.
From World War II Propaganda Analyzing the Art of Persuasion during Wartime David Welch p. 183

Soldiers, the direct participants in warfare, were portrayed, in these two sets of kamishibai,
as humans full of sympathy or as brave males who can beat demons to protect their people.
However, the depiction of hostile leaders turns to dehumanization or presents them as monsters.
Similar to some Chinese or American visual propaganda, Japanese kamishibai also tended to
present hostile leaders as evil characters; however, kamishibai rarely presented hostile soldiers or
civilians as monsters, and instead used drawing skills to make them look inferior to Japanese, such
as giving them rough facial features and shadowing their faces and background in Onward, Rising
Sun Flag.
“The barbarous theme was widely used in World War II propaganda by all participants”
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(Keen p.44). As a country invaded by Japan, it was necessary, in manhua, to portray Japan’s
atrocities with exaggerated visual effects, in order to deliver the message efficiently to readers.
Moreover, the illustration of the regular citizens’ vulnerability was important to synchronize the
Chinese audiences’ minds with those of people in occupied areas, and to create a sense of what life
would become after Japanese troops stepped into their cities. NSMPT manhua not only illustrated
Chinese soldiers as invincible figures, but also stressed the importance of their sacrifice. In Jiang
Nu’s work, Xin zhongguo de baolei (The Fort of New China, see figure 4.9) Jiang heightened an
atmosphere of the heroic and stirring deeds of Chinese soldiers. He depicted Chinese soldiers using
the corpses of their fellow soldiers to build a barricade from behind which to fight the Japanese
army. Most wartime kamishibai plays do not illustrate the cruelty of the war, but NSMPT manhua
right from the initial publication included reflections of the cruelty of warfare; blood, amputated
limbs, and dead corpses are not rare in NSMPT works. In wartime kamishibai, soldiers and
weapons were frequently depicted in several works, but it is difficult to find blood and piles of
dead Japanese soldiers’ corpses. The main wartime kamishibai production company, the NKKK,
was designed with the aim of “broadcasting the governmental policy, raising morale” (Yasuda
Tsuneo p. 253). The montage of NKKK kamishibai, such as Onward, Rising Sun Flag does not
include scenes of dead or wounded Japanese soldiers. Certainly, wounded and even dying Japanese
occasionally appeared in kamishibai to meet the needs of the plot, but they always acted as heroes
in touching stories.
NSMPT manhua were designed to be viewed by all ages of Chinese citizens, especially for
uneducated people in KMT occupied areas. The works tended to reveal the reality of war’s brutality
rather than glorifying it. In the depiction of soldiers, both manhua and kamishibai had a part to
play in glorifying their actions, but manhua also had to reveal tragic scenes resulting from Japanese
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army atrocities towards Chinese civilians. Dehumanization is a popular technique among war
participants, but the courage to reveal the reality of warfare’s negative results towards Chinese
civilians was absent in wartime kamishibai since the tragic scenes of dying Japanese soldiers are
more common during the Pacific War than during the China War, a war in which the Japanese
could more easily see themselves as victims rather than aggressors.

Figure 4.9 “The fort of new China” Jiang Nu Oct 1937.
From Shen Jianzhong’s Resistance Manhua p. 81

Marked as Traitors: Collaborators or Hanjian in Visual Propaganda
Hanjian is a common Chinese word for people who committed the crime of treason,
especially Chinese individuals who were working for the Japanese during the war of resistance
against Japan. Nonetheless, these people have another name in the writing of most western scholars:
collaborators. From a different perspective, hanjian and collaborators are non-interchangeable, as
two different parallel existences in different versions of history. According to historian Yun Xia’s
opinion regarding the hanjian (汉奸, or, in traditional Chinese characters 漢奸), “the character
漢 in hanjian imbues the word with rich ethnic connotations. The modern character 奸 inherits
the connotations and implications of both; it refers to a range of illicit sexual conduct and criminal
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activities, including espionage” (p. 8). Literally, hanjian would refer to traitors to the Han ethnic
group. However, in Yun Xia’s book Down with Traitors, Yun writes,
Chiang Kai-shek’s government, motivated by a sense of national mission to reclaim lost
territory, applied its own legal definition of hanjian to individuals from Manchuria,
Taiwan, Southeast Asian, and beyond… The government sought to realize a vision of
Chinese identity that transcended the physical boundaries of the Chinese nation-state (p.
141).
Certainly, hanjian as a word retains its ambiguity today; arguments of whether pro-U.S.
Chinese Americans need to be defined as hanjian still continue among Chinese internet users.
Some would like to link the lineage concept to define one’s roots as Chinese or not, but more
people have started to exclude foreign passport holders from being termed hanjian even if they
conduct actions that are against the interest of the Chinese nation. Compared to the word
collaborator, hanjian still has a unique capacity of historical meaning for Chinese people. Some
light could be shone on this matter by Xia’s explanation:
The black and white judgments that these western-based historians consciously avoid,
however, are exactly the judgements that contemporary and subsequent Chinese
intentionally made when they considered that the survival of their nation was at stake….
[I]f comparability is achieved entirely through the adoption of a term such as collaborator,
which emerges from western experience, the particularity of Chinese trajectories of
meaning is lost (p. 9).
In short, the words collaborator and hanjian form a dichotomy when used to describe individuals
who supported Japan during the warfare between China and Japan in this work. From an outside
perspective, to non-Chinese citizens they would be collaborators, but at the same time, they would
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be traitors to their nation and therefore marked as hanjian from the Chinese perspective.
The theme of collaborators or hanjian frequently appears in both wartime kamishibai and
wartime manhua. Especially in NSMPT manhua, hanjian constituted an important topic. In
NKKK’s Onward, Rising Sun Flag (a publication of 24 panels including the cover panel), the
Chinese teen Wang appeared on four pages, fully one-sixth of the entire story; it is hard to ignore
Wang as an important character in this kamishibai. In the story, Wang always appears juxtaposed
with the image of Japanese soldiers. He and they were presented as talking and working together
both in image depiction and text expression. As a kind of auxiliary member of a local Japanese
army contingent, Wang acquired various skills: scouting, recognizing confidential files, and
destroying files when it was necessary. Moreover, he had the skills to retrieve an airdrop from a
combat kill zone. He was certainly a good local partner to Murakami’s troops, even though there
was no explanation to reveal Wang’s intentions for his action. Visually, Wang was presented as a
local teen dressed in plain blue color clothes surmounted with a harmless face, just like any teen
boy who could be seen anywhere, whether in Japan or China. Yamazaki, a teen of similar age in
Japan, shows up wearing the uniform of her school. With a school education, Yamazaki’s intention
was clear. Her letter with the kakizome “Onward, rising sun flag” was intentionally sent to soldier
Murakami, to stimulate him as an imperial subject, to convey a sense to achieve the nationalistic
goals of Imperial Japan’s expansionism.
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Figure 5.1 Details of panels 13, 16, 18, 19 of Onward, Rising Sun Flag. Koyano Hanji April 1941.

Wang, a Chinese collaborator with Japan, was of the same teen generation as the Japanese
school girl Yamazaki. Yamazaki’s skill in calligraphy that boosted soldiers’ morale during the
battle paralleled Wang’s paramilitary skills. Both were essential for victory in battle. Wang and the
Japanese soldiers’ close relationship and their proficient co-operation would indicate that Wang’s
skills were likely learned from the Japanese troops. This is reminiscent of the previously mentioned
young Chinese women who had voluntarily participated in kamishibai presentation work and then
died for it. This kind of collaborator image in NKKK’s propaganda was most often depicted as
young women and children. In comparison, in the NSMPT depiction of hanjian, almost all of them
were adult males. Comparing the NKKK and the NSMPT’s works, collaborators in the NKKK’s
illustrations may appear as energetic, innocent figures that assist Japan to approach its “great
cause”; however, in NSMPT work, hanjian were frequently illustrated as greedy adult males who
were conducting evil actions against their own people. In Lu Zhiyang’s work Nation’s Traitor
(Minzude pantu), hanjians’ actions and their fates were introduced. They were sabotaging
communications, spreading rumors, assisting and pleasing the enemy. They had voluntarily
become puppets, and were ultimately sentenced to the gallows. While most NSMPT works, when
depicting hanjian, focussed on the hanjian’s execution as a warning to readers, there was a lack of
analysis about why those individuals had become hanjian except for reasons of economic
temptation.
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Figure 5.2 Nation’s Traitor Lu Zhiyang Feb 1938.
From Shen Jianzhong’s Resistance Manhua p.165

Huangyao shows more sympathy for some hanjian in his work Dongbei tongbao de riben
chongfeng (Northeast Compatriots, Japanese Assault, see figure 5.2). He illustrated fellow
northeast (or Manchuria at the time) Chinese country men captured by the Japanese and then
injected with poison to physically mute them. Put into Japanese army uniforms, they were sent to
Shanghai and forced to assault the Chinese army. However, these compatriots could not endure
killing their own people; therefore, their bayonets pointed downward and could only stab at
Chinese warrior’s feet. Many were killed by Chinese warriors, while crying, for they were their
own fellow countrymen. Involuntary hanjian or volunteer hanjian in NSMPT manhua always
embrace a miserable ending, Lu’s work suggested that volunteer hanjian should face the reality of
a death sentence for their betrayal of the nation. Huang’s illustration of involuntary hanjian killed
in action indicated that whatever kind of hanjian one was, the end would be a sentence of death.
Nonetheless, most manhua about hanjian were akin to Lu’s style, presenting individuals who had
intentionally become traitors to their own nation.
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Figure 5.3 Northeast Compatriots, Japanese Assault Huang Yao September 1937.
From Shen Jianzhong’s Resistance Manhua p. 25

In a similar vein, in January 1937, the Japanese puppet regime, Manchukuo, also released
articles that defined traitors in Manchukuo’s penal law:
[T]he penal law released in January 1937 has 272 articles, [that] specifically stipulated
so called ‘crimes conducted against the royal family,’ ‘crime of insurrection,’ ‘felony
treason,’ and others. In all, 39 types of crimes made it more convenient for police,
servants of the Japanese puppet regime, to easily arrest northeast people in the name of
crimes such as ‘subversion of the government,’ ‘stealing the soil of the state,’ ‘disorder
of the national constitution,’ ‘collusion with foreign countries,’ ‘jeopardizing the
emperor or queen.’ With one or several accusations, a person could be sentenced to a set
term or to lifetime imprisonment or to death (Wang Chengli p. 160).
Therefore, an ethnic Chinese living in Manchukuo would appear to have limited choices
as to where to devote his/her loyalty. Disloyalty to the Chinese army would result in one becoming
a traitor to the KMT regime and to one’s ethnic group. Acting against Manchukuo or the Japanese
army would result in one becoming a traitor to the Manchukuo puppet regime, which would lead
to punishment imposed under Manchukuo’s puppet polices. It was a sad time for many regular
citizens who lived in Manchukuo or other Japanese captured areas; they were clamped between
two strong powers—anti- Japanese forces and the Japanese. They were forced to make hard
choices, choices sometime even lethal to themselves if they were marked as traitors by either side.
Innocence or Ignorance: Wang in Onward, Rising Sun Flag

Returning to the Chinese teen Wang in Onward, Rising Sun Flag, people today would likely
remain mystified about his motivation to help the Japanese army. According to Wang Xiliang’s
report about the northeast areas, around 60-80 percent of school-age children did not have a chance
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to get elementary education during the period of the Japanese occupation (p. 122, 123). It seems
likely that Wang would have had a limited chance to acquire an elementary school education. He
is more likely to have taken on personal service with Japanese soldiers since those soldiers may
have provided him with treats in daily life. There is a similarity with Hayakawa Tadanori’s citation
of Seikaku jikken (Pastry experiment, see figure 5.4). Japanese soldiers say to a Chinese child,
“come and hold out your hand, I will offer you some Japanese fruit candy.” And the Chinese child
responded,” Thanks a lot. Japanese soldiers are my favorite people.” However, Hayakawa
comments that it is doubtful that Chinese people would really say such things (p. 170). Together
with the end of Manchukuo, the real relationship between Japanese soldiers and Chinese children
remains a historical mystery. A hypothetical explanation of Wang’s motivation would be that
Chinese children living in Japanese occupied areas lacked basic education, especially compared
with children who lived in areas controlled by the KMT or the Chinese Communist Party (hereafter
CCP). Nationalistic education had already been spread there by the KMT and CCP through
propaganda. Hanjian characters in NSMPT manhua were primarily greedy, evil figures. This was
reflected in Yun Xia’s comment regarding hanjian’s image in China.
By the 1950s most actual hanjian who had worked for the Japanese had been executed or
imprisoned. Yet hanjian on the big screen increased in number and demonstrated their evil deeds
for all to see. For decades, hanjian had always played antagonist roles to patriotic protagonists,
leaving no middle ground (p. 182).
For the sake of the resistance moment, the dilemmas and motivations of those
hanjian/collaborators were ignored by manhua and other propaganda forms, thereby leaving
wartime collaborators, who had been forced by the Japanese army to cooperate, in a very
unfavourable position.
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Figure 5.4 “Went to○○ troops” HQ Pastry Experiment September 1937.
From Hayakawa’s Divinity land Japan: Ridiculous life among decisive engagement p.170

In an opposite strategy, anyone might be marked as a traitor, even the leaders.

Figure 5.5 Panel 2 of They are enemies! Let’s strike down America and Britain
Kondō Hidezō Dec 1942.

In the second panel of They are Enemies! Let’s strike down America and Britain, demonized U.K.
Prime Minister Churchill and U.S. President Roosevelt are holding a giant yellow face shield that
resembles Chiang Kai-shek to resist bullets from Japan while trying to hurl grenades. In this scene,
KMT leader Chiang Kai-shek was depicted as the traitor to Asians, since he was cooperating with
the U.S. and Britain against an Asian country, Japan, the leader of an Asiatic union. Chiang then
became a traitor to all Asian nations since he assisted Western colonial powers against the
progressive building of an Asiatic union, which rose above a single culture or nation. Not only in
one single kamishibai work was the concept of building a “Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere”
spread but also in various other pieces of Japanese war time propaganda.
They are enemies! Let’s strike down America and Britain was released in December 1942,
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one year after the beginning of the Pacific War. In 1940, the Konoe cabinet still had hopes of
negotiating with the Chiang Kai-shek government, and the Japanese army hoped to force Chiang
to surrender through diplomatic and military pressure (Gordon Mark Berger pp. 208-209).
However, Chiang refused to surrender, and the conflict expanded into total war between China and
Japan. Ever since the Marco Polo bridge incident of 1937, the war, from the perspective of the
Japanese government and army, had been out of control. Therefore, a strategy of seeking the
cooperation of KMT leader, Wang Jingwei (Chiang’s rival), and his puppet government as “the
father of peaceful national salvation” emerged. NKKK propaganda presenting Chiang as a traitor
to the Asian people seems reasonable in kamishibai. Nonetheless, all the propaganda products from
the NKKK or IRAA were based on a well disguised colonialist concept of “build a great Asia, with
the leadership of Japan.” However, the atrocities conducted on Chinese citizens by the Japanese
army only served Japan’s interests and could not support the idea that they were coming to help
construct a greater union of all Asian people. After the conflicts became long-term warfare in China,
the NKKK and IRAA’s kamishibai works clearly targeted Japanese citizens to produce a
“reasonable” explanation for the situation in China and mobilize Japanese citizens to continue their
devotion to the “divine” war to build a greater Asia.
Just as Wang was depicted as a teen with paramilitary training skills, NSMTP works also
presented depictions of Chinese teens as soldiers-to-be. In reality, many wartime Chinese teens
participated in the war in paramilitary units. According to Luo Cunkang’s report, the CCP
established the first children’s revolutionary organization in the Anyuan—the Anyuan Children’s
corps—in 1922, and then established Children’s Corps in all CCP-controlled areas at the beginning
of the 1930’s; overall, there were 700,000 participants. During the war of resistance against Japan,
in October1938, the Northwest Youth National Salvation Association established the Anti-
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Japanese Children's Corps. Their daily mission was 1. Deliver propaganda against Japan to
civilians; 2. Conduct reconnaissance and catch hanjian; 3. Stand sentinel and deliver mail; 4.
Respect anti-Japanese war officers and soldiers; 5. Help army men’s families; 6. Study and work
without ceasing (p. 20, 21, 24, 25).

Figure 5.6 The Children's Corps as sentries
From Children in the War of Resistance against Japan p.3 4 Luo Cunkang June 2015.

Liao Bingxiong revealed the same situation of children’s capability for the war effort in his
manhua: Do not call them small children; they are capable of various skills. They delivered mail
during battles, they spread propaganda around the streets. (Wushuo haizi nianjixiao, menmen
benling dou qiquan. paohuo zhong songshuxin, jietoujiewei zuo xuanchuan, see figure 5.7).
Children no longer act as supporting characters or lead a vulnerable existence under Liao’s
depiction. They are independent units working for national salvation and anti-Japanese war
purposes.
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Figure 5.7 “Do not call them small children; they are capable of various skills. They delivered mail during battles,
They spread propagandas around the streets”. Liao Bingxiong May 1938.
From Shen Jianzhong’s Resistance Manhua p. 230

NSMPT’s propaganda and CCP’s policy towards children clearly revealed that children
were not only reserve servicemen for the future. They were also capable of devoting their power
to the anti-Japanese war, not just as symbols of the future of China. They were already needed to
serve their country as soldiers against the foreign invasion and contribute to the goal of national
salvation. If Yamazaki in Onward, Rising Sun Flag was represented as a hope for Imperial Japan’s
future with her nationalistic writing sent to Japanese soldiers who fought a war based on the lie of
a Greater East Asia project, then Wang as an innocent collaborator who was only thinking about
the interests of his village and his Japanese soldier acquaintances deserves the same dignity as do
those Anti-Japanese Children's Corps who fought for their own future to save their nation from
Japanese invasion. Therefore, in this fictionalized story (although NKKK suggests it is a story
based on a ‘real’ event) Chinese boy Wang was depicted as a “good” Chinese person, who deserved
the protection from Japan. Similarly, NSMPT manhua about children’s motivation in the war
presents challenges since the purpose on the Japanese side was full of lies to its citizens and
colonial subjects. The Japanese invasion of China resulted in a great humanitarian disaster, but on
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the Chinese side, both the KMT and the CCP tried to stop Japan’s invasion by use of propaganda
to mobilize children to serve in the fight for national salvation. Especially the CCP organized
countless Children's Corps to make children into soldiers, resulting in mass casualties to Chinese
children. Especially in the Northeast regions, many children joined the Children’s Corps, and many
of them lost their lives during the warfare (Luo p. 325)
The Depiction of Women in Wartime Visual Propaganda
Just as children were an important power in the China war theatre, women were also
depicted as a potential force in NSMTP manhua. Nonetheless, most manhua depictions of females
were about their vulnerability during war as is evident in Zhang Zaimin’s woodcut print Kill our
young men and rape our countrywomen (Shasi women zhuangding qianjian women nütongbao,
see figure 5.8)，which reveals the Japanese army’s atrocity toward Chinese citizens, especially
Chinese women.

Figure 5.8 “Kill our young men and rape our countrywomen” Zhang Zaimin March 1938.
From Shen Jianzhong’s Resistance Manhua p. 218

In this work, Zhang was illustrating a scene in which Japanese soldiers were expelling
people; a city had been set on fire, and at the bottom of the print a naked woman lay dead on the
ground, her belly cut open by a knife. The title indicated this woman might have been raped by the
Japanese soldiers before being killed. In just one manhua woodcut, Zhang displayed a city’s
destruction, rape and murder, all caused by Japanese troops. Such a depiction would easily arouse
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Chinese viewers’ sympathy for the victims and raise anger toward the Japanese invasion. However,
it is not surprising that such content never appears in wartime kamishibai since the Japanese army
was always depicted as the saviour of Chinese and other Asian people.
The NSMPT’s depiction of children and females in a polarized way emphasized their
vulnerability when they were exposed to warfare, but after they had experienced the cruelty of the
Japanese army, they could also develop soldier-like characteristics to fight against Japanese
invaders. For instance, Lu Shaofei’s work Females, Rise Together to Wipe Out Our Evil Enemies
(Funü gongtongqilai jianechou, see figure 5.9) clearly illustrated, in the right part of the picture
(meant to be read first), one female’s transformation when she, as a mother with her baby, had
encountered war. A Japanese bomber had caused vast destruction and collateral damage resulting
in the mass killing of Chinese citizens. In the upper right, a woman, devoid of garments, was
assaulted by a Japanese soldier. At the bottom, the protagonist holding her baby cried out
hopelessly. However, in the left part of the image (meant to be read second), Chinese army soldiers
co-exist in the same place, and the same protagonist is in KMT army garb and holding a gun as
are two other female soldiers. Lu’s work revealed both Japanese army atrocities and the war’s cruel
impact on regular citizens, especially on females. In the left part of the picture, he suggests joining
the army as a defensive tactic. Civilians cooperating with the military would be a means of
surviving the Japanese invasion; militarized civilians, both male and female, would provide a
strong force against the Japanese.
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Figure 5.9 Females, rise together to wipe out our evil enemies Lu Shaofei 1938 April
From Shen Jianzhong’s Resistance Manhua p.211

Unsurprisingly, it would be rare to find similar illustrations among NKKK kamishibai,
where women or mothers were always presented as figures who supported the Japanese army from
the rear. Mothers suffered the loss of their sons without complaint since they believed their family
should be totally dedicated to the nation. In Onward, Rising Sun Flag, females worked as teachers,
students, or mothers; none of them were directly connected to the war. Praise of women’s
dedication to the war in kamishibai was always achieved by extolling their roles as mothers who
helped the nation by raising brave soldiers. A kamishibai work such as the NKKK’s 1942 Mother
of a war god (Gunshin no haha, see figure 6.1) depicted the main character, Saku, burdened by the
heavy responsibility of sending her son, Sadamu, to school. Her son later joined the naval corps,
but died in the attack on Pearl Harbor. Sadamu then became one of the war gods in keeping with
his selfless sacrifice for Imperial Japan. His mother, logically, became the mother of a war god, to
praise her effort to raise a hero of the nation.
Saku, a mother, lived in a rural area where she over-worked herself to support her son,
Sadamu, in his education. She showed her simple love for her family and her son by devoting
herself to endless hard work. Nevertheless, Saku lost her son in Imperial Japan’s invasive actions.
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In the end, she had no chance to speak about her loss. This kamishibai work, a sanctification
procedure of Saku and her son as heroes to the country, avoided any question as to how Japanese
people faced their losses during war. Rather it turned those sorrowful families into glorious figures
in order to mobilize countless other Japanese families to become involved in the war.

Figure 6.1 Scene 8 of Mother of a War God Nonoguchi Shigeru 1942.
From Sharalyn Orbaugh’s Propaganda Performed Kamishibai in Japan’s Fifteen Year War p. 283

NSMPT manhua artist Dong Tianye offered a different perspective in his illustration of
Japan in the Anti-War Voice (Fanzhanshengzhong de Riben, see figure 6.2). From left to right he
depicted 15- or 16-year-old boys as conscripts with guns to show that Japan had no more adults to
send to the battlefield. Under the rule of military leaders, the Japanese people lost free speech as
all printed articles had to follow instructions from the military. It is hard to describe how a woman
who suffered like Saku would feel upon losing her son in warfare. Propaganda works like Mother
of a War God attempted to control Japanese citizens’ emotions, trying to turn their agony from loss
of family into a means of glorifying sacrifice for Imperial Japan.
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Figure 6.2 Japan in the anti-war voice Dong Tianye Oct 1937.
From Shen Jianzhong’s Resistance Manhua p. 63

“While we have become accustomed to thinking in terms of national enemies, the truth is that a
nation cannot hate, only citizens can” (Robert W. Rieber and Robert J. Kelly p. 6).
Significantly, Dong’s work reveals that NSMPT artists were focused not only on wartime
domestic issues, but also on the hostile nation and its people’s situation. Revealing Japanese
citizens’ hardships and admitting they were also victims of warfare controlled by Japanese warmongers, offered Chinese readers a sense of the dichotomy between Japanese war-mongers and
regular Japanese people.
Moreover, Dong Tianye’s work was an attempt to eliminate the hatred between Chinese
and Japanese citizens and to try to dissolve Japanese mobilization of both Chinese and Japanese
citizens. The NKKK’s works portrayed Japanese women as hardworking and persistent figures
who dedicated themselves to toiling silently on the home front in support of the Japanese army.
However, the NKKK did produce a work of about a Japanese woman directly encountering
battle in China in the play My mother was a manzai artist (Haha wa manzaishi). In this work, the
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protagonist, Senko, a famous Tokyo manzai (a comedy duo) artist, went with her husband and
manzai partner to China to perform for soldiers on the battlefield. The performance was going well,
and the soldiers were happy to meet her and enjoy her show. However, on the way to a different
performance location, they encountered and were attacked by Chinese soldiers. Senko was shot
when she tried to help a wounded soldier and died soon after the battle. With a similar pattern to
Mother of a War God, the story ended as officers from the ministry of the army went to Senko’s
home and met her daughter, Nobuko, to notify her of Senko’s glorious sacrifice and to praise Senko
as a valiant Japanese female. Then they urged Nobuko to study hard and become a great person
like her mother. After a moment, while the army men were still talking with her grandmother,
Nobuko went out; after a long painful pause, she cried out “Mom, Mom” while sobbing.
There are parallels between Saku as a mother image in Mother of a War God and Senko as
a mother in My Mother is a Manzai Artist; both contribute to the war in their own way. Neither of
them is directly involved in combat as a soldier, but the NKKK praised both as models of Japanese
motherhood, to induce Japanese females to dedicate their own skills to the ongoing war. There was
no option for females to physically join the war such as that depicted in NSMTP’s images of female
Chinese soldiers.

Figure 6.3 Scene 14 Senko went to battlefield performed for soldiers in China
My mother is a Manzai Artist Satō Tarōshi 1941.
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Figure 6.4 Scene 20 Senko down in the battle after she tried to help a wounded soldier.
My mother is a manzai artist Satō Tarōshi 1941.

The monotonous nature of Japanese female figures in NKKK depictions may have resulted
from domestic situations in Japan much different from those in China and from different
propaganda aims. Following the Marco Polo Bridge Incident in 1937, regional conflicts and then
total war erupted in China, in which NSMPT members witnessed countless cruel scenes of
Japanese atrocity; even NSMPT members themselves frequently faced the dangers of warfare but
continued their activities. However, their NKKK counterparts produced their works in Tokyo
without interruption by warfare for a relatively long time.
The first air raid on Japan was in 1942 and then subsequent air raids followed from June
1944 (Lardas p. 43). Therefore, until June 1944, since only one exploratory air raid had occurred
in Japan, in most of the war time, NKKK members would have been able to produce their works
in a peaceful, well-organized manner. Without much battlefield experience, compared with that of
NSMPT members, and under regulation from the government, NKKK kamishibai producers could
only express a fraction of the real war in their illustrations, an imagined war without many cruel
scenes, pale in comparison to the wartime reality expressed in manhua by NSMPT members. All
the characters—soldiers, collaborators, children, and women—in NKKK depictions are full of
idealistic sentiments: nationalism; simple hard work; and sacrifice for the country; all vague aims
for a great purpose. In contrast, NSMPT did strong work on the dichotomization of Japanese war93

mongers and regular citizens. At the same time, they illustrated various possibilities for female and
children’s capabilities during war, ideas far different from the NKKK’s monotonous depictions.
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Conclusion

As a part of war propaganda during the Fifteen-Year War, both manhua and kamishibai
shared a common goal of communicating efficiently with the audience—through simple, easy-tounderstand illustrations, for example—in order for the author’s intended message to be clearly
understood. Especially in the case of colorful kamishibai plays, great care was taken to make the
story and illustrations interesting for the audience.
In terms of development, I find manhua and kamishibai share similar progressions, at least
to some extent, from being primarily popular media to being war propaganda. However, early
kamishibai had not only an entertainment category but also an educational one, serving as a
medium for spreading gospel stories by preachers (such as Imai Yone), or as a pedagogical tool in
nursery or elementary school classes (by people such as Kawasaki Taiji). Kamishibai was used
extensively in a variety of different fields and then finally was used almost exclusively as a
propaganda tool by NKKK and other kamishibai related organizations from 1938-1945. Manhua
as a popular medium mixed ideas and styles from different cultures. While recognized as a vulgar
form of art with satire and erotic content as its selling points, even from the medium’s earliest
emergence in the modern period there were manhua that urged the audience to realize the
importance of national independence.
The beginning of the Second Sino-Japanese War (or, from the Chinese point of view, the
war of resistance against Japan, and from the Japanese point of view, the China Incident) in 1937
was a trigger for a boom in resistance manhua and kokusaku (governmental policy) kamishibai.
The NKKK was the most influential propaganda kamishibai organization, and from its official inhouse journal Educational Kamishibai, it is clear that the NKKK was deeply involved with war
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propaganda. For one thing, it actively expanded its organization to all parts of Japan, to the colonies
(in Taiwan and Korea) and captured lands in China and elsewhere (such as Indo-China). The
NKKK also sent kamishibai specialists to help remote or overseas amateur kamishibai performers.
Moreover, Educational Kamishibai also had special issues of interviews with military officers who
emphasized the importance of the war.
In the NKKK’s work, Chinese, American and British are depicted as villains, especially
Chinese soldiers, and leaders of the Allies. But there are differences in the strategies for othering
Chinese and the Americans/British. While American and British leaders were depicted as
dehumanized evil characters in the play They are enemies! Let’s strike down America and Britain,
and are depicted as devils or insects in several other kamishibai plays, Chinese characters in the
plays are usually normal people (not leaders) and are divided into friendly collaborators and
vicious enemies. Even the Chinese enemy soldiers are depicted as human (although illustrated as
despicable enemies) in the kamishibai work Onward, Rising Sun Flag, and it is hard to find
examples of Chinese people/soldiers depicted as dehumanized evils. Moreover, in contrast with
Chinese soldiers depicted as enemies through techniques such as dark shading and unbalanced
face features, we see “good Chinese” collaborators such as Chinese teen Wang illustrated as an
adorable figure with features similar to those of the Japanese soldiers in Onward, Rising Sun Flag.
The different treatment of American and British characters in kamishibai started from the
beginning of the Pacific War. In several works illustrated during that war, the Americans and the
British were depicted as evil colonizers, or capitalists who oppressed and exploited colonized
people. At the same time, the Japanese were presented as powerful saviours able to beat the
dehumanized evil Americans and British in order to liberate colonized Asian people. In this
depiction, the Japanese were offered up as a force that dared to break the old order which had been
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established by the western superpowers and that would unite Asian countries to create a new
Asiatic order, a new order in which all Asian countries would become prosperous under Japan’s
leadership. In fact, Japanese characters in kamishibai were visually more kind looking than the
Americans and the British, and while they still shared a visual similarity with denizens of other
Asian countries, they were overwhelmingly more powerful.
While kamishibai criticized American and British savage acts in Asia, Japan was similarly
critiqued by Chinese manhua for the abusive use of power in treatment of Chinese people. As a
powerful nation, Japan’s image was always represented, in Chinese resistance manhua, by its
military power, visualized as weapons and dehumanized soldiers. While kamishibai offered
justification for depicting the leaders of Western superpowers as dehumanized devils since they
were using their power and resources to enslave Asian countries, Chinese resistance manhua
offered a more direct reason to illustrate the Japanese as dehumanized creatures. The reality was
that Japanese soldiers frequently produced civilian casualties and conducted robberies and rapes
in China. Hence, in kamishibai, Western superpowers were irrational monsters; in pursuit of their
own interests they enslaved or harmed Asian people. Japan therefore needed to stand out and
protect Asian people from Western colonizers. However, in Chinese resistance manhua, Japanese
intentions to harm Chinese people are hard to characterize; Japan’s overall image is frequently
illustrated as acts by brainless monsters that harm humans for sheer physical pleasure.
Female characters were depicted in different ways by Chinese and Japanese artists.
Although women were always illustrated as victims of war in Chinese resistance manhua, they
also had other identities, as mothers or Chinese citizens. Notably Lu Shaofei’s work, Females, Rise
Together to Wipeout Our Evil Enemies, illustrated how women as individuals and as mothers
became victims of war under attack by Japanese soldiers and bombing from Japanese aircraft. A
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central female character became a solder with other females, to show the power of unity and make
a comparison between united Chinese females/ Chinese people and Chinese individuals.
In contrast, when women were depicted as mothers in kamishibai, they were not devoting
themselves to the battlefield, but rather supporting the war through their own patriotic self-sacrifice.
Such was the mother image of Saku in Mother of a War God. She was glorified after her son’s
death in the Pearl Harbor attack; she was prized as a hardworking character who did her best to
support her son to become a soldier and who continued her toil after learning of her son’s death.
Compared to Lu’s illustrations that suggested females join the army themselves to fight for their
fate as individual Chinese, Mother of a War God suggested females support the war by supporting
their male family members to join the war. In this case, Lu’s work suggested a more assertive
female identity during long-term warfare. It would be unusual to find kamishibai content that
presented females as soldiers. As passive figures, Japanese females could not emerge from their
traditional roles as mothers or daughters who supported the war on the home front. At the same
time, as war occurred on Chinese territory, it left some Chinese females with no choice but to
participate in active resistance to the Japanese.
Another important type of character in NKKK and NSMTP’s work was the collaborators.
NSMTP’s manhua included very few works that showed pity for Chinese collaborators within the
Japanese-captured Northeast area who were forced to work on the Japanese side. However,
NKKK’s kamishibai illustrated child collaborators with the same skill as they drew Japanese
soldiers. Collaborators were illustrated in bright colors with gentle facial features while Chinese
soldiers, with discordant facial features, were depicted in dark colors against shadowed
backgrounds. From NKKK’s point of view, the collaborators (that is, people who were betraying
their countries or behaving in an unethical way) were the Chinese leaders who stood with western
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superpowers. In They are enemies! Let’s strike down America and Britain, a Chinese leader was
depicted as a shield for the monster-like American and British capitalist colonizers.
Both NKKK and NSMTP had deep connections with pre-war and inter-war period cultural
circles (this was especially the case for the NSMTP) but there was a fundamental difference in the
locations in which they produced their work. Various NSMTP members went to different parts of
China to support war propaganda by creating and displaying their manhua. In contrast the NKKK
basically produced their kamishibai works in Tokyo and then spread those creations among NKKK
members. NSMTP, as a flowing team, went to various places to continue their work among the
diaspora by moving to unoccupied areas (mainly major cities) and then spreading their work by
sending members to other areas to extend their influence more widely. To achieve an understanding
of wartime Japanese and Chinese propaganda, the NKKK’s and NSMTP’s works are important
materials to examine. Their movement during the pre-war and interwar periods must also be
examined to complete the whole picture of wartime visual propaganda in China and Japan. To do
that research, one can look at the NKKK’s in-house journal, which conveyed an enormous amount
of information about its ideology and movements, while details of the NSMTP’s movement were
scattered in different works by NSMTP, in members’ autobiographies and in manhua historian’s
works. As the NSMTP moved their headquarters several times during the war as major cities fell
to Japan one after another, their works mostly spread in areas not captured by Japan. The NKKK
never moved their headquarters out of Tokyo, and their works spread in Japan, Korea, and Japanese
captured areas in China, and to some southeast regions which had been captured by Japan.
The NKKK’s kamishibai plays projected a militaristic image of Japan; soldiers were
visualized as powerful, amiable figures. At the same time, women were illustrated as supportive
characters, such as mothers of soldiers; they raised their sons as soldiers and then lost their sons in
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the war. Kamishibai drawings of such heartbreaking stories were offered up as glorifying examples
for their audiences. In contrast to the NKKK works, the NSMTP’s manhua presented countless
scenes of bloodshed resulting from the Japanese invasion. From different sides of warfare, the
NKKK intended to glorify the war, to urge Japanese citizens to support the military; the NSMTP
was intent on highlighting the cruel side of war, to appeal to Chinese people’s spirit of resistance.
Nevertheless, while the NKKK glorified the warfare, NSMTP also avoided possible sacrifice in
its manhua and did not encourage children to join the war.
In this thesis, I addressed the historical background of wartime kamishibai and wartime
manhua in general; nonetheless, the comparative visual analysis was mainly based on works from
the NSMTP and the NKKK. The NSMTP’s last magazine was released in November 1940 and
after that their activity stopped. Since the war continued until 1945, there are a few years of
wartime mahua still unaddressed. Similarly, although I had access to the entire run of the NKKK’s
journal, actual wartime kamishibai plays are very hard to access. The few research institutions that
collect them, such as the National Diet Library or Kanagawa University, require that they be
viewed in person, which was not possible in the past two years of Covid travel restrictions. As a
result, in this thesis I was only able to address a limited number of kamishibai plays with contents
about China. Therefore, in future research, I would like also to explore the Chinese Communist
Party’s anti-Japanese manhua movement, and hopefully expand the number of kamishibai works
to which I have access. In addition, research on manhua and similar media associated with Wang
Jingwei’s puppet regime would be worthy of examination to discover more depictions of
collaborators from a different point of view from the one presented here.
Propaganda is inevitable from both sides during war, and while propaganda is not
necessarily full of lies, elaborate variations from the truth do still play an important part of
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propaganda. Visual popular culture is always a useful tool for business or political usage; however,
when it becomes a part of propaganda, it often serves as a way to induce people to a certain course
of action. Its condensed messages are easy to understand, and full of emotional appeal. Hence
popular visual culture as propaganda is an effective means of inducing people to fight wars;
however, it does not offer a good way to maintain a peaceful world.
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Appendix 1

Onward, Rising Sun Flag2

Front cover and script scene 1.

Narrator: Under a clear sky, the full height of Mt. Fuji appears through a gap between other
mountains.
In an elementary school in Shizuoka City, lunch is just over and it’s time for afternoon
classes.
It’s nearly winter, but the sports ground shines in afternoon sunlight.
A vigorous voice sounds through the window.
“Excuse me”
(While pulling the card)

2

Translated from the original kamishibai text of Asaba Yukio Susume hinomaru [Onward! Rising Sun Flag], 1941.
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3

1.

Murakami: “My name is Murakami Hanatarō. May I speak with the school principal?”
Attendant：“Yes, please wait a moment.”
Narrator: Someone from Nagoya? An ex-soldier?
Mr. Murakami Hanatarō?
Well, what kind of person is he?
The attendant has no idea about who the visitor is when she conveys the message to the
school principal.
(While pulling the card) In the reception room, the school principal starts to speak.

2.

3

All Kamishibai pictures from 1 to 24 are also cited from the same kamishibai material; Susume hinomaru.
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Principal: “I am the principal of this school.”
Narrator: The principal glances at Mr. Murakami, but it is hard for him to recall such a
person from his memory.
But Mr. Murakami’s only response is a smile.
Murakami: “I am very sorry for this sudden meeting,
I have always thought about visiting this school, once I got back to the homeland, to talk
and express my gratitude. Yesterday I was discharged from the military.
And after setting all matters aside, I am visiting your school.”
Principal: “Therefore…”
Murakami: “Although I think now it is class time, may I right now meet Miss
Yamazaki Fusako a third-grade student?”
Principal: “Yamazaki Fusako, has she done something inappropriate?”
Murakami: “No, No, she has done nothing inappropriate.”
(While pulling the card) Soon, Yamasaki Fusako comes with her teacher.
3.

Murakami: “Is that you; you are Miss Yamazaki Fusako?
I am Murakami Hanatarō, who received many letters while on the battlefield.”
Narrator: On an honest tanned face, burned dark by the sun in China, many tears glisten in
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his sparking eyes.
In front of the school principal, the class teacher and Yamazaki Fusako,
Murakami starts to tell his story.
It’s a secret that Mr. Murakami had never told to others,
What was his secret?
(While pulling) There was a calligraphy class near the end of the second term.

4.

Female teacher: “Everyone, since the New Year will soon arrive, we are going to practice
kakizome [New Year’s calligraphy practice]. Today’s student monitors please hand out the samples.
Student A: “Wow, kakizome. Real kakizome. What will we on our kakizome?”
Student B: “Quickly let us see the sample.”
C: “I will write a really good kakizome!”
D: “Me too!”
Teacher: “Then, please read out what you’ve written.”
(Pull)
5.
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Students: “Onward, rising sun flag.”
Teacher: “Yes! Please read that again.”
Students: “Onward, rising sun flag.”
Teacher: “About those words, ‘Onward, rising sun flag,’ what do they bring to your mind?
Miss Yamazaki?”
Yamazaki: “Maybe Japanese soldiers, walking forward to the front, the sound of their boots
resounding, as they hold high the waving glittering rising sun flag”.
Ishimura: “Teacher, I have a slightly different vision of this.”
Teacher: “Tell us, Ishimura.”
Ishimura: “I recall a Korean kid’s poem we once learned, during a composition class.”
Teacher: “A poem by a Korean child? Can you tell us about that?”
Ishimura:” Yes.”
(Pull)
6.
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“Flag of the rising sun
Shining towards the sun
Sunshine of the morning
Descending from the flag”
-Pause(While pulling) Then once the New Year arrives, the second day is the time for kakizome.
With her sincerity, Miss Yamazaki created two excellent works.
7.

Father: “Oh, you’ve done it. Fusako has become good at this.
As good as I am, I could not beat you at this.”
Mother: “Father, this girl says she is good enough to win the gold prize award.
She has been practicing very hard since last year.”
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Father: “I think so. It looks as if she has put in a great effort.”
Fusako: “Father, to you, which one is better written?”
Father: “I cannot say exactly which one is better than the other, but I think the one on the
right works best for me; the ‘Rising Sun’ part is excellent.”
Fusako: “So, how about for you, Mother?”
Mother: “Yes, I also like the one on the right.”
Fusako: “Then, I will show that one at school.”
In a delighted mood, Fusako leaves her home for school.
(Pull the card)
8.

Fusako’s friend: “Well, Miss Yamazaki, you are quite late; what has happened?”
Yamazaki: “Yes, I was writing my kakizome. I’m sorry.”
Friend: “Did you write well?”
Yamazaki: “No, I think I didn’t do a good job. What about you?”
Friend: “Apparently, I am not good at writing, but I still wrote.
I wrote two pieces and sent one to my grandfather in Tokyo.”
Narrator: While hearing about her friend’s grandfather, an idea suddenly comes to
Yamazaki’s mind.
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Yamazaki thinks to herself, I am also going to mail my work. I’ll send it to a person instead
of a New Year’s card.
(while pulling) At that time, people on the battlefield also felt the nostalgic atmosphere of
the New Year.

9.

Soldier A: “Hey, feel happy folks
Our dear squad leader has offered us some good stuff.”
Soldier B:” For real? But what is it?”
Soldier A: “Well, I am not really sure what these are, but let’s take a look anyways.”
（while pulling）Soon “Pon Pon Pon Pon.”
10.
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Narrator: In the winter air, through bright sunshine, different colored toy balloons fly
around.
Pon, pon.
With these sounds, soldiers’ laughter, full of happiness, rings out here and there.
Even on the battlefield, they had a peaceful New Year.
(while pulling) Following this happy atmosphere, a month has already passed after the New
Year.
11.

Narrator: Private first-class Murakami’s unit has settled into garrison duty, in a tiny village,
at the base of a mountain, far from the main force.
About that time, with the temperature lower than minus 40-degrees, enemy vigour should
have been sapped. It was hard to detect any enemy’s activity.
The soldiers’ exhaled breath floated as white clouds.
Both liquor and soy sauce were totally frozen.
(Pause)
Private first-class Murakami was standing sentry duty as dusk deepened.
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(Pull the card quickly)
12.

Narrator: Pitter-patter, pitter-patter, someone was approaching with frenzied running steps.
Murakami: “Oh, Wang, what’s happened?”
Chinese Teen Wang:” Japanese soldier, there is terrible news.
Chinese soldiers are surrounding this village.”
Murakami: “What? They have encircled us!!”
(While pulling) Chinese soldiers have discovered there are Japanese soldiers in this place.
13.

Narrator: With weapons, glittering Chinese machetes and hand grenades, in their hands,
Chinese soldiers are slowly approaching through the cover of a sorghum field
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However, upon receiving young Wang’s news, our army promptly responded and soon
deployed our troops.
Squad leader: “Fire!”
(pull quickly)
14.

Da da da da da da da
Soldier: “Squad Leader, there is one enemy heavy machinegun in the front to the left of the
sorghum field.”
Squad leader: “Ok. Mountain west light machine gun squad, fire at the enemy heavy
machine gun at the left front.”
Soldier : “Roger.”
Ta ta ta ta ta
Dan dan pan pan pan.
Narrator: Within five minutes, an intensive battle raged.
According to the scout’s report, the enemy number around one thousand. That’s ten times
the size of our squad.
The Chinese soldiers, knowing the enemy squad was smaller in number, soon became
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reckless and got carried away.
Enemies are not easily crushed.
What a long night it was.
Thinking that maybe this was the end, the squad leader ordered young Wang
(While pulling) to collect all important documents and set them on fire.
15.

Narrator: With a sputtering sound, the files started to burn.
Maps, notebooks and even a mountain-sized pile of letters started to vanish into pale smoke.
The long night was gradually turning to dawn twilight.
At that moment,
“Buran, buran”
A few airplanes from somewhere unknown gradually became visible, their shapes become
bigger.
(While pulling) Soldier: “Those planes are friendly; they’re ours! Oh, what are those things
they have dropped?”

16.
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Narrator: As they watch, a black solid thing is dropped from one of the planes.
It seems the enemy, knowing those are Japanese Air Force planes, have ceased firing their
guns.
Squad Leader:” Hey, someone go to have a look.”
(Pull)
Wang: “I’ll go.”
17.

Soldier: “That’s dangerous !”
Narrator: Without no concern for his own safety, Chinese teen Wang rapidly jumps up.
(While pulling) Wang carrying a black bag trudged back to safety.
After hurriedly opening that big bag, they looked inside.
18.
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Narrator: They emptied out all the contents, plenty of rifle ammunition and a bundle of
letters.
Soldier: “Those are letters!”
Soldier: “Yes! Those are letters from our homeland”
“Squad leader, please distribute those letters and let us read them.”
Squad leader: “You fool! We are still fighting a battle.”
Soldier: “Squad leader! We would gain tremendous strength if we could read those letters.”
Squad leader: “Good, I will call names. Wang, hand them out. Private Kimura.”
Kimura: “Yes.”
Squad leader: “Corporal Yuyama”
Yuyama: “Yes.”
Squad leader: “Private first-class Murakami.”
Murakami: “Yes.”
Narrator: Private first-class Murakami holding the letter in his shaking hands, quickly
swallowed.
Then he slit open the envelope.
(Pull quickly)
19.
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Murakami: “Wow, a kakizome. It’s a kakizome!”
“Children from our homeland, a child from Shizuoka wrote ‘Onward, rising sun flag’.”
Fellow soldier: “What? Onward the rising sun flag!”
Narrator: Fellow soldiers gasped in surprise, then remained silent as if something were
stuck in their chests.
At that time, an ear bursting order to assault the enemy sounded.
Fellow soldier: “Yes, Murakami, hold the kakizome and lead us into battle.”
Murakami: “I will.”
(Pull quickly)
Command: “Attack!”
20.

“Ah ah.”
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“Ah ah.”
“Rising sun flag, forward and attack!”
Narrator: Private first-class Murakami holds the kakizome firmly in his hand.
While holding this paper with ‘Onward rising sun flag’ on it, new strength courses through
his body.
(While pulling) Just at that moment, as the sky shone yellow in the morning glow from the
far east, six heavy Japanese bombers appeared with the sun glistening on their silver wings.
21.

Narrator: The enemy is running away helter-skelter in all directions.
(While pulling) At noon on that same day, the Japanese flag fluttered at the top of OO
Mountain.
22.

Squad leader: “I appreciate your efforts. Nonetheless, the reason we could completely wipe
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out our enemy depended on this kakizome.
‘Onward, rising sun flag’ is the idea that inspired our army. Those are the words that gave
us strength.”
(Pull)
23.

Narrator: Private first-class Murakami stands erect after his narration.
The Japanese flag in the school yard is visible through the window.
Yamazaki, the attendant teacher, and the school principal all look upwards to the fluttering,
glittering Japanese flag.
(The end)
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Appendix 2
Title: They are enemies! Let’s strike down America and Britain (Teki da! Taosu zo be-ei)4
1.

5

Narrator: They are enemies! Let’s strike down America and Britain

(Pause)
China, wake yourself up. The rising of the Imperial Japanese Army in part of northern
China on July 7, 1937 is still clear in our memories. The arrogant Chiang Kai Shek government
was not going to fix their mistakes but, at the front, took on Japan as an enemy and turned their
weapons against Japan.

4

Translated from the original Japanese scripts and instructions via the journal of The Research Center for Non-

written Cultural Material’s second public research meeting: Kamishibai as a Wartime Popular Media—What is
Kokusaku Kamishibai. Check details in the works cited list.
5

All Kamishibai pictures from 1 to 12 are also cited from the same material as the original Japanese scripts and

instructions cited.
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Therefore, nowadays they have still barricaded themselves in Chongqing, and continue
their insane resistance.
2.

Narrator: This is Chiang Kai-shek6, who refuses to surrender even after he has lost both

his arms and legs. In fact, he’s actually a puppet, a dancing puppet controlled by Roosevelt and
Churchill.
(Pause)
The ones who should be hated are the Americans and the British.
For us, we have all experienced the loss of our fathers, husbands, or brothers through
their honorable sacrifice on the mainland. They, our spirited martyrs, were hit by bullets. The
ceaseless fire comes from the hateful puppet Chiang, but is shot by the Americans and the
British, who cower behind him!
Although we acknowledge that Chiang functions as a puppet, at the same time a feeling
of chagrin and irritation overwhelms us since we did not attack America and Britain….
(Pause)

6

Also known as Jiang Jieshi or 蒋介石 in Chinese.
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(Quickly pull the card)

3.

Narrator: December 8th, 1941. On that day, the blessed Imperial Rescript that declared

war was like somehow opening the window of our room, which had sealed in the cumbrous air.
Something pure, clear and divine suddenly filled our room.
The proclamation of war!
On that day, as the Imperial Rescript was declared clearly on the radio, I used my whole
body to listen respectfully and my whole being to absorb those words.
Hence, our body was suddenly motivated from the top of our head to the tips of our toes.
Staunch faith also was directly injected into our being.
(While pulling the card) Ah, let’s think; already a year has passed.

4.
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Narrator: A sense of lively gratitude makes it seem as if it all occurred just yesterday.

What a short year!
But from that day to now, and on for a hundred years or a thousand years, despite the
cost, this vital project is on its way to success. If thought of this way, then it was such a long
year.
It makes us seem ten years younger to feel the vitality in our bodies.
On the other hand, it makes us feel as if we’ve grown 10 years older as we feel the weight
of our responsibility.
Then, (Pause)
Fight for the construction of the Greater East Asia—
The Greater East Asia War, such a splendid cause, is a war we have to fight to the end, to
lead all great Asian nations to create their ideal country. Hence, we have to conduct a general
mobilization, everyone: all males, females, seniors and youth, to achieve this goal.
(Pull the card)

5.
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Narrator: We are neither wooden statues nor stone Buddhist images. We are proper
humans with blood circulating in our veins for three thousand years. We rage when we should
feel anger; we stand up when we should stand; we are real warriors.
After enduring all the insults, like the many punches and stomps on us from America and
Britain, we cannot endure it anymore! This is the valiant figure of Imperial Japan standing up.
(Pause)
Our gratitude regarding the proclamation of war brings us to tears.
Fighting Japan! The Fighting Imperial State! We must win this war!
(Pull the card)

6.
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Narrator: If war occurs, we can defeat some country like Japan within one hundred days.
In the past, Knox, the U.S. Secretary of the Navy boasted like that.
How could the Americans and the British know anything about their limitations?
Moreover, their interference in the Second Sino-Japanese War, their total refusal to sell scrap
iron and petroleum at all was mean-spirited.
The America and the British are all rotten by nature.
Really, if we were going to talk about the bad things committed by the Americans and the
British, to consider them carefully one by one, then there would be no end to it. If we are going
to strike them, then the dust will be knocked out of them. Let’s blow away all that dust till
nothing remains. Without any concern, today’s Japan strikes the Americans and British
continuously again and again.
(Pull the card)

7.

Narrator: Even in English speaking countries the babies, their children, like us are born
naked and sobbing.
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All of us were born naked and crying, so why do both the Americans and the British
think they are superior to others?
Americans and British do not judge one’s power in a fight with real swords, but measure
strength by how much decoration appears on one’s scabbard. They who judge others’ wisdom by
whether they have silk hats or not are really miserable people.
They dominate others by replacing wooden clogs with cars and then think people in other
countries would follow them as they drive to different places in those cars.
Without appreciating the precious nature of the spirit, they just long for substances and
increase their demand for them. As their countries lead the world into misfortune, the Americans
and the British look just like worms regardless of how tall their bodies or how long their noses.
(Pull)

8.

Narrator: Maybe or maybe not, they are not even as good as worms.
Worms understand what something called “status” is; they are more adorable creatures.
Worms would not be concerned about monopolizing all the wealth in the world. Fireflies
would satisfy themselves after sucking dew from blades of grass. Ants would greatly rejoice
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when one offers them a grain of sugar. Despite American and British having more than enough
sustenance to make them belch, they are still attempting to plunder life-giving bread from others.
(Pull)
9.

Narrator: Please take a look at India and Burma in the past. Then please also think about
Malaya or the Netherlands Indies and the Philippines. Without payment of a reasonable salary,
all those countries were thrashed while they were already exhausted from working as servants for
America, Britain and the Netherlands.
All of America, Britain and their friends were delighted by the results of making East
Asians their servants.
Then, in return, those empty-tummy servants were always being beaten by fists.
Meanwhile a treacherous leader who takes America and Britain’s leftovers, the antiJapanese leader Chiang Kai Shek conspires with America and Britain.
Once aware of the benefits, America and Britain wished this condition would last long,
hopefully forever.
But hold on, Japan is here!
(Pull)
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10.

Narrator: Japan as the mentor of Great Asia, has become a tumor on American and
British eyes. Therefore, in order to cut out or disable Japan, Britain, Chiang Kai Shek and the
Netherlands Indies and their allies are conspiring to fortify the so called ABCD quadrate
encirclement. Then the cannons would be aimed at Japan from four directions.
(Pause)
It is hard to forget that while our ambassadors, Nomura and Kurusu, did all they could to
attempt to maintain the peace between Japan and the U.S., Hall, the U.S. Secretary of State,
suddenly gave them an ultimatum on November 26th, just before the war.
It demanded: Japan had to withdraw from China and French Indo-China.
It demanded: Japan had to recognize Chiang Kai Shek’s Chongqing government.
And they also advised that Japan should quit its alliance with Germany and Italy.
What a despicable attitude toward others! Isn’t that just the same as a letter of challenge
for a fight? We could no longer endure this. Behind us, the Spirits of Yasukuni are holding their
breath as they observe the results.
(Quickly pull the panel)
11.
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Narrator: Clang!

Japan suddenly rose up. Rose up and then beat back the ABCD.
At Pearl Harbor, at the naval battles of Malaya, Singapore, and Burma, the Philippines
and Java, and in the naval battle of the Solomon Islands, there was a succession of attacks,
Clang! Clang!
Clang!
To protect the Great East Asian nations and defend its Empire, Japan beat America,
Britain and their allies.
After a series of battles, Japan has earned a succession of victories.
(Pause)
Nonetheless, we still live untiringly, without exhaustion. Now, we should make wartime
livelihood a slogan to as we march forward solidly hand in hand.
No matter what kind of crisis occurs to our state, we would overcome it. No matter what
kind of attack occurs, we would counter attack in return.
(Pull)
12.
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Narrator: If we cannot triumph, if we cannot counterattack again, we all, you, I, your
grandfather, grandmother and even your adorable child, must together shed our blood.
(Pause)
Battlefield Spirit! Increase Production! Save! It is not the time for any of us to reveal our
avarice. Come, let us vow to make Greater East Asia strong. Let all those inside Japan unite to
fight together.
They are enemies! With one hundred million hands united together, let’s strike down
America and Britain!
(The end)
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